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PREFACE

It is with great pleasure and pride that Duke University Library publishes the Catalog of the Louis and Nancy Hatch Dupree Collection. The gift of this rich collection has been a highlight of the Library's recent history, and I am personally gratified to see its description in print, as are all those whose lives were touched by the work of the Duprees. I would also like to extend our sincere gratitude to Dr. Ralph Braibanti, who not only assisted us with the acquisition of this collection, but also generously supported the preparation of the catalog financially.

As Dr. Ralph Braibanti so clearly indicates in his Introduction, the collection of some four thousand items is unrivaled anywhere; it is certain to attract scholars and students of anthropology, archaeology, ethnology, and military history as well as those whose focus may be Afghanistan, Central Asia, or South Asia. We are pleased to be able to honor the late Dr. Dupree and his widow, Nancy Hatch Dupree, by enhancing the collection's accessibility through this catalog. Duke's library has been strengthened enormously by this unique gift, and the Duprees' immense contributions will continue through the work of all those who will consult this rich collection over the years to come.

The timing of the publication of the catalog is propitious; the University has recently embarked energetically on a process of internationalization. The Dupree Catalog and the collection it describes are vivid reminders that an internationalized university must always be supported by an internationalized library. The Library welcomes the unique opportunity, through the publication of this catalog, to further the knowledge of other cultures and histories and to disseminate important bibliographic information on topics of such deep interest to Louis and Nancy Dupree.

Jerry D. Campbell, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Library Affairs and University Librarian
EDITOR'S NOTE

This catalog is a tribute from one bibliographer to two remarkable bibliophiles. It was an historic moment for my wife and me when, upon the invitation of Dr. Louis Dupree and Mrs. Nancy Dupree, we first visited their home in late 1988. A bookman's dream unfolded before my eyes as I stepped over the threshold of their two-storey house beside a small lake in Durham, North Carolina. Every single inch of space was occupied by books--books in the kitchen, living room, bedrooms, den, attic. Little did I know then that I would be called upon to list this priceless treasure for the eventual use of researchers everywhere. That happy task has permitted me to experience the breadth of this vast collection which emanated from the Duprees' lifelong research partnership. The title of the catalog names only a portion of their multi-faceted international interests; to partake of the full range, one must journey, as they did, through the hundreds of categories under which some 4000 titles are listed.

Although the arrangement of entries in the catalog is obvious, a few explanatory comments are in order. The titles are listed alphabetically by author or in some cases under title, under a specific subject heading, mostly from the Library of Congress Subject Headings List. Each title is provided only a single subject heading that closely describes the subject. Any repetition of a title under more than one heading is coincidental. An index to the first-named author or editor is provided at the end.

Some books received too late to be included in the main subject section are listed alphabetically by author in the Appendix on page 315 and are housed in the Special Collections Library within Perkins Library.

The brief bibliographical descriptions listed here were compiled from secondary sources such as on-line union catalogs. However, in cases of doubt, the information was checked against the actual books.

A complete list of all the works of Louis Dupree is included in a pamphlet by Nancy Dupree published in Peshawar (Pakistan) in 1992 as: *Curriculum Vitae: Louis Dupree, 1925-1989*. This 63-page pamphlet is available for the copying charge from Duke University Library.

Avinash C. Maheshwary
Bibliographer for South Asia and the Middle East
INTRODUCTION

Ralph Braibanti
James B. Duke Professor of Political Science Emeritus
Duke University

This collection reflects the remarkable range of interests of Louis and Nancy Hatch Dupree and their equally significant diligence in collecting and preserving virtually every scrap of documentation which passed before them. Although their joint career focused on Afghanistan, they garnered data on peripheral interests as well. Hence military affairs, Islam, the Central Asian republics, South Asia, anthropology, archaeology, and ethnography constitute the larger part of this collection.

Louis and Nancy Dupree agreed in August 1986 to donate their collection of some four thousand items to the William R. Perkins Library. An appraisal was made by Stephen Feldman, proprietor of Asian Rare Books, Inc. of New York City who characterized the collection as "a unique archive, sure to draw researchers and scholars everywhere."

The entire process from acquisition through publication of this catalog was facilitated by the deep interest and personal attention of Dr. Jerry D. Campbell, University Librarian and Vice Provost, Library Affairs, Ms. Connie K. McCarthy, Associate University Librarian, and Mr. Avinash C. Maheshwary, Bibliographer for South Asia and the Middle East. Dr. Campbell agreed to an arrangement I had worked out with the Duprees to allow them to keep the books in their Durham home during Louis' lifetime. The Duprees had sold their house in Stony Point, New York and purchased a home in Durham where they planned to retire. Upon my own retirement in 1989, the Program in Islamic and Arabian Development Studies ceased to exist. But its impact on the library and the work of former students in teaching and government continues to flourish. The Dupree research and consulting commitments and occasional teaching at Duke and the University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill made retirement in the Durham area ideal. One of the last activities of the Islamic Program at Duke was to allocate a fund to pay for transportation of the Dupree Collection from Stony Point to Durham, to assist in cataloging and to pay for publication of this catalog.
Louis' unexpected death on March 21, 1989 did not change these arrangements except that the entire collection was housed in the Library. Nancy left for Peshawar, Pakistan, their Durham home was rented, and there was no longer a need to have some of the collection at home.

The unusual nature of the Dupree Collection and especially its eclectic and somewhat esoteric composition can best be appreciated by a glimpse at the careers of Louis and Nancy Dupree.

In the course of the past few years, several newspaper and magazine sources characterized Louis Dupree as the doyen of specialists on Afghanistan: "the leading western expert on Afghan history," "the world's preeminent authority on Afghanistan." The Times of London in its obituary of April 1, 1989 called him "the leading expert on the history and culture of Afghanistan." No knowledgeable scholar or statesman would disagree with such an assessment. Few of us can hope to earn in a single lifetime a comparable accolade of praise. Such statements are sufficient in themselves to tell us of Louis' place in comparative cultural analysis, cultural anthropology, archaeology and foreign policy.

Yet such was the richness, the diversity, the contribution of his life to statecraft and to scholarship that we are compelled to examine further its roots and its dimensions. Few men have had the fortune to so identify themselves with a little known culture and then in crisis to interpret that culture to the world and influence its national destiny. We are reminded of Henry St. John Philby of Saudi Arabia, of the Venerable John Batchelor's devotion to the Ainu of Japan, of Lafcadio Hearn and Ernest Francisco Fenollosa, who convinced the Japanese in a moment of uncertainty that their literature and art were treasures of civilization, of Homer B. Hulbert of Korea, J.C. Furnivall of Burma, and of Sir Aurel Stein of Central Asia. Incidentally, Canon Batchelor, then in his nineties, gave Louis some of this research material when they met in Hokkaido during the occupation of Japan. Like Louis Dupree, all these men internalized the character of the culture they studied and came to love. Their flesh remained English or American but their souls were transmuted into Arab, Ainu, Japanese, Korean, Afghan. And all of them appeared at a moment in history when the culture they so admired was in crisis. It was this transmigration of their spiritual being that enabled each of them to preserve some part of the national character which now became part of their personae. In the case of Louis Dupree, his own personality was like that of the Afghan. Like the Afghan, he had little use for the ambiguities of formal organization. He was direct, candid, in no way dissembling. His was a free spirit,
respectful of other customs and values held dear, but pursuing his own lights in amicable, nonconfrontational coexistence. Yet he was not unaware of the bureaucratization of life, even though he never fully understood it. Again, like the Afghan ideal, he was both warrior and poet. His poetry was published and he could recite his own and others' poems long into the night.

Such identification with the culture undergirded his determination to save it from extinction. This dedication came about very simply. The American Universities Field Staff engaged ten or twelve scholars who were encouraged to concentrate their research in single countries. The training was designed to span an entire professional career. Louis Dupree went to Afghanistan for archaeological reconnaissance in 1949, and his last visit was in 1989. Twenty-four of this period of forty years were spent with the American Universities Field Staff. Dupree's 760-page volume, published by Princeton University Press in 1973, immediately became the definitive work on Afghanistan. The United States and ultimately European and Muslim nations had critical need of basic knowledge and advice on foreign policy relating to the Soviet invasion of 1978. Louis Dupree was ready. He was in Kabul just prior to the invasion, was imprisoned by the Afghans and their Soviet advisors and released through the intervention of Afghan friends. He and Nancy had selected a house in Kabul with the intention of retiring there. They knew every square mile of Afghan topography. Nancy had written the official Guide Book for the Afghan Tourist Bureau. They knew not only the terrain, but the subterranean as well. For Louis served as director of the American Archaeological Mission to Afghanistan from 1959 to 1978. He conducted several excavations sponsored by American institutions such as the American Museum of Natural History and the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, the American Philosophical Society, the National Science Foundation and the National Endowment for the Humanities. His excavations on upper Palaeolithic sites at Aq Kupruk in northern Afghanistan won worldwide acclaim.

His training as an archaeologist never left him. Even his office at Duke, piled high with papers and the floor covered with files, had to be thought of as geological strata: term papers in the neolithic, research papers in the palaeolithic, miscellaneous in the mesolithic stratum. But good archaeologist that he was, he could always find what he wanted, though not without some slight excavation.
Born in 1925 in Greenville, North Carolina, Louis was proud of his French Huguenot ancestry and of his upbringing on a tobacco farm at Dupree's Crossroads near Greenville. Always in advance of his time, he became a high school drop-out long before this became a popular teenage pursuit.

Though he had once toyed with the idea of becoming a Presbyterian minister, he left Greenville and the ministry behind because the church's racial policy clashed with his sense of justice for all. He enlisted in the Merchant Marine when he was seventeen, was trained at the Coast Guard Academy Preparatory School and served in the U.S. Merchant fleet for a year. Not only did he see the world, but one of his ships was sunk in the English Channel. He picked up a colorful vocabulary at sea. As his academic career developed, this vocabulary inserted itself into analyses along with such technical terms as ethnolinguistics and commensality. The blend added to the earthiness, the sincerity, the sense of humor and the depth of insight which his conversations and lectures revealed.

From the Merchant Marine, he entered the United States Army where he served in combat in the Pacific as an officer in the Parachute Infantry of the Eleventh Airborne Division. He parachuted to Okinawa and the Philippines, both fiercely defended by the Japanese, and in the latter did reconnaissance behind enemy lines. In the Philippines he was wounded. After the Japanese surrender he served a year in the occupation, assigned to the northernmost island of Hokkaido. Louis was especially proud of his military career and maintained military connections all his life. He received the Mariner's Medal, Merchant Marine Combat Bar, Combat Infantry Badge, Purple Heart and Bronze Star. The Air University, Maxwell Air Force Base, where he taught from 1953 to 1957, awarded him the Air Force Commendation Medal for Meritorious Civilian Achievement. He was a visiting professor at the United States Military Academy at West Point in 1984-85 and received the Academy's Outstanding Civilian Service Medal. Each year he attended the West Point Ball as a guest of the Commandant. He was especially honored by the saber presented to him by the class of 1985. At Duke he enjoyed working with ROTC students and was their guest at ceremonies and social affairs. Duke ROTC cadets participated in his memorial service at Duke University Chapel. His collection of military insignia, weapons, pictures and other memorabilia of war is quite remarkable.

In 1987 he was asked to testify on behalf of the magazine Soldier of Fortune. A suit was brought against that publication by the survivor of a
murdered woman who contended that the magazine incited the murderer to violence. But violence, Louis testified, existed throughout the history of man and a long list of respectable subscribers to the magazine did not commit acts of violence. The sources of violence are deeper than a single magazine's influence. Both his combat experience and his witness of the virtual extinction of the Afghan people and nation made him sadly aware of the evil of violence but also of the necessity for defending the integrity of a culture and a homeland against ruthless enemies who seek its destruction.

After the Second World War, he received bachelor's, masters, and Ph.D. degrees from Harvard—all within an eight-year period ending in 1955. His doctoral dissertation was directed by Carleton S. Coon. He did archaeological research in Mexico, France, Venezuela, Uruguay and the West Indies. He did ethnographic research in Panama, Libya, Puerto Rico, Sudan, Turkey, Soviet Central Asia and Chinese Sinkiang.

His discoveries on Palaeolithic sites in Afghanistan, as The Times of London said in its obituary, "pushed back the history of human occupation in the region by millennia." The Times continued:

His excavation of Shamshir Ghar—"the cave of the sword"—west of Kandahar in 1950 yielded a stratified sequence initially identified as belonging to the historic Kushan period of the early centuries A.D., but subsequent radio-carbon dating and better knowledge of the archaeology of Afghanistan showed it to be a Bronze Age occupation of 1300-600 B.C.

Between 1959 and 1966 Dupree excavated a number of prehistoric caves in the far north, in the valleys of the Hindu Kush foothills leading down to the Oxus plain. The sites around Aq Kupruk yielded both a Palaeolithic stone tool industry of some 20,000 years ago, and an early neolithic farming culture that included a ritual "goat cult" and dated to soon after the end of the Ice Age. The cave of Darra-i-Kur produced the first ancient human remains from Afghanistan, a skull fragment some 30,000 years old which J. Lawrence Angel of the Smithsonian Institution felt to be evidence of early Homo sapiens rather than a late Neanderthal, in spite of some primitive characteristics. Aq Kupruk discoveries remain of major importance in spite of much subsequent archaeological work in Northern Afghanistan.

A few years later, in the Dasht-i-Nawar, a desert area near Ghazni in Southern Afghanistan, Dupree and his colleagues found
handaxes and other tools suggesting a Paleolithic occupation at a much earlier date of more than 100,000 years ago. The presence of similar tools at dates of up to a quarter of a million years ago at sites in India and Soviet Tadjikistan bear out the apparent antiquity of Dupree's discoveries.

In 1985, after a year teaching at West Point and another year at Princeton, he joined the Program in Islamic and Arabian Development Studies at Duke as Senior Research Associate. He held appointments at Duke first as Visiting Professor of Political Science and Anthropology and then as Visiting Professor of Public Policy. He also taught in the departments of Anthropology and Political Science at the University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill. He continued his relationship with Pennsylvania State University, where he had been Adjunct Professor of Anthropology since 1966, and with Columbia University and the University of Nebraska where he was a Faculty Associate.

As soon as the Duprees arrived at Duke's Islamic Center, it became the international focal point for Afghanistan. A steady stream of Afghan visitors, European and U.S. government officials, newspaper and TV reporters called upon Louis and his wife Nancy. There was one word that he never learned either in the Merchant Marine or at Harvard. That was the word "no." I have never known either one to turn down a request for advice, interviews or a lecture--whether for a Duke house course, an ROTC "dining in," a local Rotary Club talk, or a meeting with a European foreign minister. Often I would caution Louis to curtail some activities and save his energy. Occasionally he would tell me rather triumphantly that he turned down several requests but would then add, somewhat more mischievously than sheepishly, that the refusals made room for subsequent requests which he accepted. His reasoning was convincing. A culture was being destroyed. This was the new Holocaust. A people were being eliminated. There was no time to wait. Every minute and every ounce of energy must be spent now to save Afghanistan. No activity was too slight--from distributing bumper stickers, organizing Duke student groups, addressing committees of the parliaments of many nations.

Despite this whirlwind of international activity, Professor Dupree was scrupulous in meeting his responsibilities as a teacher. He counseled for hours his own students both at Duke and UNC as well as West Point cadets and graduate students from other universities.
The expanding interest of other nations in Afghanistan extended his influence. He was called upon to advise on Afghanistan to the parliaments or foreign ministries of Germany, France, Australia, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, England, Austria and Pakistan, and to the United Nations High Commission on Refugees. In the United States he acted as consultant to the National Security Council, Department of State, Central Intelligence Agency, committees of the Congress, the U.S. Information Agency and scores of private organizations concerned with Afghanistan and Pakistan.

In 1988 he spent six months in Pakistan as a Senior Fulbright Scholar, serving also as an advisor on Afghanistan to the United States Ambassador to Pakistan. He was consultant on Afghan affairs to the American Institute of Pakistan Studies, which had awarded him two fellowships for research in Pakistan.

In addition to his 1973 book Afghanistan, his publications included some 17 monographs and more than 200 articles, reviews and chapters in books. He produced museum collections for the American Museum of Natural History, Indiana University Archives of Folk Music, Dartmouth College Museum, and Pennsylvania State University. His personal collection of catalogued slides and photographs totals 3000 items.

His role as a shaper of foreign policy toward Afghanistan was marked by uncommon success. Many of the suggestions he made were incorporated in the policy of the United States and of other countries. The essentials of his advice were these:

1. Afghanistan, Pakistan and Iran must be considered together. While different ethnically and culturally, their destinies are intertwined both by the presence of five million Afghan refugees in the other two countries, and by their geostrategic location.

2. Stinger missiles must be supplied to the freedom fighters (mujahidin). They are the only armament capable of destroying the Soviet armored helicopters and of reversing the Soviet success.

3. The Afghan resistance movement must not be regarded as a "fundamentalist" Islamic movement. The Afghans are Sunni, not Shia, Muslims. Moreover, they are Afghan nationalists first, fighting for both Afghanistan and Islam.

4. The new government of Afghanistan will be Islamic but distinctively Afghan, a loose confederation of tribes with a relatively weak central authority in Kabul. It must be allowed to develop according to its own cultural dynamic.
(5) Pakistan must be aided in its continuous support of the Afghan freedom movement.

(6) There must be global support for the reconstruction of an Afghanistan which has been nearly totally destroyed.

This accomplishment, helping save a nation and a people from annihilation, Louis did not regard as the most significant event in his life. That distinction, he told me many times, goes to his marriage to Nancy Hatch Dupree, his co-author, co-editor, and research collaborator. This was a second marriage for both. Her own work on the human aspects of the refugee problem blended with his in a remarkable way. Their union in affection and life purpose was uncommonly felicitous. In 1987 they were jointly awarded the International Rescue Committee's Bronze Medal for Service to Afghan Refugees. In 1988 they spent six months in Pakistan with the Afghans as Joint Fulbright Senior Scholars.

The career of Nancy Hatch Dupree is as remarkable as her husband's. After Louis' death, she returned to Peshawar, Pakistan, the area as close to Afghanistan as she could get. She continues to serve there as executive director of the ACBAR Resource and Information Centre (ARIC) of the Agency Coordinating Body for Afghan Relief (ACBAR). Nancy was born in Cooperstown, New York in 1927. She lived outside the United States most of her life. Her father was an agricultural advisor to third world governments. From 1928 to 1940, she lived with her parents in Travancore (now Kerala) India. She graduated from high school in Mexico City, received her bachelor's degree from Barnard College and an M.A. in Chinese history from Columbia University. Her experience in developing countries includes Costa Rica, Sri Lanka, Jordan, India, Pakistan and Turkey. While much of her published work was done in collaboration with Louis, publications she did alone are significant. Under the name Nancy Hatch Wolfe (Wolfe was the name of her first husband) she published The Valley of Bamiyan, Historical Guide to Kabul, and Herat: A Pictorial Guide. After her marriage to Louis, she continued her independent as well as her collaborative research. She lectured extensively in the United States and abroad and contributed to scholarly journals as well as to the Encyclopedia Iranica, Encyclopedia Americana, and the Encyclopedia of World Literature. Her extensive writing and speaking engagements on women in Afghanistan and on Afghan refugees made her a preeminent authority on these subjects. In 1987 she received the Outstanding Achievement Award from the Society of Women
Geographers for "outstanding contributions or service of lasting benefit to science, the arts, or humanity."

Like her husband, Nancy is an indefatigable collector of books, documents and artifacts. This predilection, combined with her superb organizational ability, has made her present organization in Peshawar the finest resource center on Afghanistan in the world. One of her many interests was collecting photographs. Her collection of thousands of slides on Afghanistan, especially on Afghan women, has been shown throughout the United States and abroad. She was also a consultant on many motion picture projects.

The first steps in the restoration of the Afghan people and their culture have been taken. Afghanistan is free of Soviet occupation and control. As the Duprees predicted, stability will not be easily attained. There will continue to be a long period of inter-tribal warfare and uncertainty about the form of the state. But Afghanistan has been saved. Now a critical issue is the emerging relationship of Afghanistan to Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Turkey and the newly independent Muslim republics of Central Asia. The Dupree Collection will help us to understand the significance of that relationship and will remain as a depository of enormous value for subsequent research.
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**Agriculture -- Pakistan**


Saeed Hafeez. *Agriculture in Pakistan.* Karachi, Press Corp. of Pakistan, Project Division, [1970]. 1 v. (various pagings) illus.


**Agriculture -- Soviet Union**


**Ahmadiyya -- Pakistan -- History**


Aini, Sadriddin


Ainu


*Uwepekere; or, Ainu fireside stories.* As told by one of themselves; translated by John Batchelor. Toyko, Kyobunkan, [1924]. 2, 104 p. illus.

Air forces


*Air forces -- Medals, badges, decorations, etc.*


Airborne troops


Airplanes -- History


Alabama -- Social conditions


*Alamo (San Antonio, Tex.) -- Siege, 1836*


Alexander the Great


M'Crindle, John Watson. *The invasion of India by Alexander the Great, as described by Arrian, Q. Curtius, Diodoros, Plutarch and Justin; being translations of such portion of the works of these and other classical authors as describe Alexander's campaigns in Afghanistan, the Panjab*. New York, Barnes Noble, [1969]. xxxix, 432 p. illus.


*The Search for Alexander; an exhibition National Gallery of Art, Washington ... with contributions by Nicholas Yalouris ... [et al.; edited by Betty Childs]. Boston, Published with the cooperation of the Greek Ministry of Culture and Sciences [by] New York Graphic Society, c1980. 192 p. illus.


**Algeria -- History**


**All-India Muslim League**


**Almanacs, English -- Iran**


**America -- Discovery and exploration**


**American drama**


American fiction


**American literature -- 19th century -- History and criticism**


**American poetry**


**American wit and humor**


**American wit and humor, Pictorial**


Everett, Wright. *How were things at the office?* New York, Simon and Schuster, 1959. lv.(unpaged) chiefly illus.


**Americans -- Employment -- Foreign countries**


**Amir Khusraw Dihlavi**


**Amri (Pakistan)**


**Amritsar (India) -- Massacre, 1919**


**Angkor (City) -- Description**


**Angola -- History**


**Animal remains (Archaeology)**

Animal tracks

Anthropo-geography -- Afghanistan

Anthropo-geography -- Great Britain

Anthropologists


Anthropology


Anthropology -- Bibliography


Anthropology -- Congresses

Congr’es international des sciences anthropologiques et ethnologiques (7th, 1964, Moscow. *VII Mezhdunarodnyi kongress antropologicheskikh i etnograficheskikh nauk*, Moskva, 3-10 avgusta 1964 g. [Pod red. S. P. Tolstova i dr.] Moskva, Nauka, 1967- -v. illus. (Articles in Russian, French, English, German, or Italian.)


Anthropology -- Film catalogs


Anthropology -- India


Anthropology -- Methodology


Anthropology -- Societies, etc. -- Directories


Anthropology -- South Asia -- Bibliography


Anthropology -- Study and teaching


*Two-way mirror anthropologists and educators observe themselves and each other.* Washington, American Anthropological Association, 1972. 268 p. illus.

Anthropology, Prehistoric -- China


Anthropometry -- Afghanistan


Anthropometry -- Pakistan -- Chitral (District)

Antiques -- United States -- History


Apa Tanis


Apache Indians -- Wars, 1883-1886


Arab countries -- Armed Forces


Arab countries -- Bibliography


Arab countries -- Economic policy


Arab countries -- Foreign opinion, American


Arab countries -- History

Arab countries -- Politics and government


Arabian Peninsula -- Description and travel


Arabic language -- Conversation and phrase books -- English


Arabic literature -- Translations into English


Arabic poetry


Arabs


Archaeological illustration

Archaeological Museum, Sanchi

Archaeological surveying

Archaeology


Archaeology -- History


**Archaeology -- Methodology**


Fagan, Brian M. *In the beginning; an introduction to archaeology.* Boston, Little, Brown, c1978. xiv, 562 p. illus.


**Archaeology -- Periodicals**


*Bonner Jahrbucher.* Bonn [etc.] 1842 -v. illus.

*Sovetskaia arkheologiia.* Moscow, Izd-vo Akademiia nauk SSSR. -v. illus.

(Supersedes an annual publication with the same title, issued 1936-1959. Holdings: v. 15, 17-19, 22-24, 26.)

**Architecture -- Afghanistan**


**Architecture -- Asia**

Architecture -- Dictionaries


Garnsey, George O. *The American glossary of architectural terms being a concise and comprehensive compilation of all terms used in the practice of architecture and the building arts* ... Chicago, National Building Pub. Co., [1892]. 1 v. illus.

Architecture -- Human factors


Architecture -- India


*Indian architecture through the ages*. New Delhi, Ministry of Education and Culture, Govt. of India, 1982. 55 p.


Architecture -- Iran


Architecture -- Pakistan -- Lahore


Architecture -- Uzbek S.S.R


Architecture and history


Architecture in art


Architecture, Islamic


Archives -- Pakistan -- North-West Frontier Province


Archives -- South Asia


Arctic regions

Nordenskjold, Otto. The geography of the polar regions, consisting of a general characterization of polar nature, by Otto Nordenskjold, and a regional geography of the Arctic and the Antarctic, by Ludwig Mecking. New York, American Geographical Society, 1928. vi, 359 p. illus.

**Area studies -- Audio-visual aids**

*Faces of change; five rural societies in transition Bolivia, Kenya, Afghanistan, Taiwan, China Coast.* Norman N. Miller, general editor; Manon L. Spitzer, editor. Lebanon, N.H., Published for the American Universities Field Staff by Wheelock Educational Resources, 1978. xv, 404 p. illus.

**Arghandab Dam (Afghanistan)**


**Armed Forces**

Knight, David C. *Shock troops the history of elite corps and special forces.* New York, Crescent; Distributed by Crown, c1983. 192 p. illus.


**Armed Forces -- Civic action**


**Armed Forces -- Vocational guidance**


**Armenia -- Description and travel**


**Armored vehicles, Military -- Dictionaries**


**Arms and armor**


**Arms and armor -- Dictionaries**

Stone, George Cameron. *A glossary of the construction, decoration and use of arms and armor in all countries and in all times, together with some closely related subjects.* New York, Jack Brussel, c1961. 694 p. illus.

**Arms and armor, British**


**Arms and armor, Greek**


**Art -- Afghanistan**


**Art -- Amur River Valley (China and R.S.F.S.R.)**


**Art -- Asia, Central**


**Art -- Asia, Southeastern**


**Art -- Bangladesh**


**Art -- China**


**Art -- History**


**Art -- India**


**Art -- Near East -- History**


**Art -- Pakistan**


**Art -- Pendzhikent, Russia**


**Art -- Phrygia -- Exhibitions**


**Art -- Private collections**

Art -- United States


Art -- Uzbek S.S.R.


Art museums


Art objects, Victorian


Art, Ancient


Art, Asian -- Dictionaries -- English

*Oriental art; a handbook of styles and forms*, by Jeannine Auboyer ... [et al.]. Translated by Elizabeth and Richard Bartlett; [illus. by Odette Mukherjee, Muriel Thiriet, Marie-Claude Lepeyre]. London, Boston, and Faber and Faber, 1979. 608 p. illus.

Art, Buddhist


Klimburg-Salter, Deborah E. *The silk route and the diamond path; esoteric Buddhist art on the trans-Himalayan trade routes* [by] Deborah E. Klimburg-Salter; essays by Maximilian Klimburg ... [et al.] Los Angeles, Calif., Published under the sponsorship of the UCLA Art Council, c1982. 254 p. illus.

Nabi Khan, Ahmad. *Buddhist art and architecture in Pakistan*. Islamabad, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of Pakistan,[1976?] 81 p. illus.

Art, Byzantine


Art, Iranian


Art, Islamic


**Art, Kushan**


**Art, Oriental**


**Art, Primitive**


**Art, Sassanid**


**Art, Scythian**


**Artillery**

*Brassey's Artillery of the world; guns, howitzers, mortars, guided weapons, rockets and ancillary equipment in service with the regular and reserve forces of all nations*. Editor Shelford Bidwell; co-authors, compilers and consultants Brian Blunt, Tolley Taylor. New York, Bonanza Books, by arrangement with Brassey's Publishers, c1977. 273 p. illus.

**Artists -- Biography**


**Aryans**


**Asaf Khan**


**Ashkun (Asian people)**


**Asia**


**Asia -- Antiquities**


**Asia -- Biography**


**Asia -- Boundaries**


**Asia -- Commerce -- Foreign influences**


**Asia -- Description and travel**


**Asia -- Economic conditions**

Asia -- Foreign relations -- United States

Asia -- History

Asia -- Intellectual life

Asia -- Periodicals.
American Universities Field Staff reports Asia. Hanover, N. H., American Universities Field Staff. -v. illus.

Asia -- Politics and government

Asia -- Relations -- Soviet Union

Asia, Central -- Antiquities
Kushan culture and history. Kabul, Historical and Literary Society of Afghanistan Academy. -v. illus.
Stein, Aurel, Sir. On ancient Central-Asian tracks; brief narrative of three expeditions in innermost Asia and northwestern China, by Sir Aurel Stein.

**Asia, Central -- Bibliography**


**Asia, Central -- Congresses**


**Asia, Central -- Description and travel**


Le Strange, G. *The lands of the eastern caliphate; Mesopotamia, Persia, and Central Asia, from the Moslem conquest to the time of Timur*, by G. Le Strange ... Cambridge, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1930. xvii, [1], 536 p. illus.


Asia, Central -- History

Bartold, V. V. *Four studies on the history of Central Asia.* Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1956-62. 3 v.


Asia, Central -- Kings and rulers -- Biography


Asia, Central -- Politics and government


Asia, Southeastern -- Bibliography


Asia, Southeastern -- Historical geography -- Maps


Asia, Southeastern -- Languages -- Bibliography

Asia, Western -- Antiquities

Asia, Western -- Bibliography


Asia, Western -- Description and travel


Asian newspapers


Asiatic mode of production

Assam (India) -- History

Assos

Astrology
Hickey, Isabel M. *Astrology, a cosmic science*. Watertown, Mass., Fellowship House Bookshop, [197-?]. 281 p. illus.

Astronautics -- International cooperation


**Ata-ullah, Mohammad**


**Atlases, British**


**Atlases, Canadian**


**Auchinleck, Claude John Eyre, Sir**


**Auckland, George Eden**


**Aurangzeb, Emperor of Hindustan**


**Australia -- Foreign relations**


**Automation -- Soviet Union**

Ay Khanom Region (Afghanistan) -- Historical geography


Ayub Khan, Mohammed

Aziz Bhatti

Babur, Emperor of Hindustan

Bactria -- Antiquities

Badakhshan (Afghanistan) -- History

Badr, Battle of, 624

Bagirmi (African people)

Balkan Peninsula -- Politics and government
Ballads, English


Baltic languages -- Grammar, Comparative -- Sanskrit


Baltistan (Pakistan) -- History


Baluchi (Southwest Asian people)


Baluchi language


Baluchi literature -- History


Baluchistan (Pakistan)


Baluchistan (Pakistan) -- Antiquities


**Baluchistan (Pakistan) -- Description and travel**


**Baluchistan (Pakistan) -- Gazetteers**


**Baluchistan (Pakistan) -- History**


**Baluchistan (Pakistan) -- Politics and government**


*Pakistan's western borderlands, the transformation of a political order*. Edited by Ainslie T. Embree. New Delhi, Vikas, c1977. xviii, 158 p. illus.

**Bamako (Mali) -- Social conditions**


**Bangladesh**


**Bangladesh -- Description and travel**


**Bangladesh -- Economic conditions**


**Bangladesh -- History**


**Bangladesh -- Intellectual life**

Bangladesh -- International status

**Bangladesh -- Politics and government**


Franda, Marcus F. *Bangladesh, the first decade,* by Marcus Franda. New Delhi, South Asian Publishers, c1982. x, 351 p. illus.


**Bangladesh -- Social conditions**

**Banks and banking -- Islamic countries**

**Baseri tribe**
Barth, Fredrik. *Nomads of South Persia; the Basseri tribe of the Khamseh Confederacy.* Oslo, Oslo University Press, c1961. 159 p. illus.

**Bathrooms**

**Battles -- Dictionaries**
Bazaars, Oriental -- Afghanistan -- Kabul


Beardsley, Aubrey


Bedouins


Bedouins -- Afghanistan -- Economic conditions


Behavior genetics -- Congresses


Beirut (Lebanon) -- Social conditions


Bengal -- Maps


Bengal (India) -- History


Bengal (India) -- Social conditions

Bengali fiction


Benin -- Economic conditions


Berlin (Germany) -- Blockade, 1948-1949


Bhagavadgita


Bhopal (India) Union Carbide Plant Disaster, 1984


Bhutto, Benazir


Bhutto, Zulfikar Ali


**Biban el Moluk, Egypt**


**Bible -- Antiquities**


**Bible -- History of Biblical events**


**Bible -- Prophecies**


**Bible as literature**


**Bible N.T. Apocryphal books**


**Biography -- 20th century**


Bird feeders -- Design and construction


Birds


Birds -- Afghanistan


Birds -- Behavior


Birds -- New York Metropolitan Area


Birds -- North America


Birds -- South Asia


Bombay, Oxford University Press, 1968-74. 10 v. illus. (Sponsored by the Bombay Natural History Society.)


Birth control


Black Carib Indians


Black race


Botany -- Pictorial works


Boundaries


Bowling

Brahui language


Brahui tribe


Breuil, Henri


Bridges -- China


Brigands and robbers -- Islamic countries -- History


British in India

Irving, Miles. *A list of inscriptions on Christian tombs or monuments in the Punjab, North-West Frontier Province, Kashmir, and Afghanistan; possessing historical or archaeological interest*. Compiled with a historical introd. Lahore, Printed at the Punjab Govt. Press, 1910-1912. 2 v.


Bronze age

British Museum. *A guide to the antiquities of the bronze age in the Department of British and medieval antiquities.* [London], Printed by order of the Trustees, 1920. xii, 187 p. illus.


Bronze age -- Soviet Central Asia


Bronzes -- India, South -- Catalogs


Broughton, John Cam Hobhouse


Buddha and Buddhism


Buddha and Buddhism -- Bibliography


Buddha and Buddhism -- Burma


Buddha and Buddhism -- China


Buddha and Buddhism -- Pakistan


Buddha and Buddhism -- Tibet


Buddhist antiquities -- Pakistan -- Takht-i-Bhai


Bundling


Burton, Isabel (Arundell), Lady


Burton, Richard Francis, Sir


Business enterprises -- China (People's Republic of China)

Byzantine Empire -- Bibliography


Byzantine Empire -- History


Calendar


Calendar, Islamic


Caliphate


Caliphs -- Biography


Calligraphy, Islamic

Cannibalism


Capitalism


Cards -- History


Caribbean Area -- Social conditions


Caricatures and cartoons


Carpets -- United States -- Catalogs

Landreau, Anthony N. *America underfoot, a history of floor coverings from colonial times to the present*. Washington, Published for the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service by the Smithsonian Institution Press, 1976. ix, 76 p. illus.

Cassino (Italy), Battle of, 1944


Caste -- India


Caste -- Iraq


Catalogs, Commercial


Cats -- Pictorial works


Cavalry -- History


Cavalry -- India -- History


Cave temples -- India -- Elephanta Island


Cave-drawings


Cayapo Indians

Cave-drawings

Cayapo Indians

Celts

Central America -- Foreign relations -- United States

Central Europe -- History

Ceylon -- Description and travel

Chaucer, Geoffrey

Chemical warfare
Harris, Robert. *A higher form of killing; the secret story of chemical and biological warfare* [by] Robert Harris and Jeremy Paxman. New York, Hill and Wang, c1982. xii, 274 p. illus.

Chi-li-ying kung she

Child rearing -- Japan -- Case studies
Children's songs

Fraser-Simson, Harold. *Fourteen songs from 'When we were very young';* words by A.A. Milne, music by H. Fraser-Simson, decorations by E.H. Shepard. London, Methuen; Ascherberg, Hopwood Crew, 1928. 1 score (34 p.) illus. Children's songs.

Milne, A. A. *When we were very young.* Methuen Children's, 1989. x, 99 p.

China


China -- Antiquities


*New archaeological finds in China, II; more discoveries during the cultural revolution.* Peking, Foreign Languages Press, 1978. 129 p. illus.

*New archaeological finds in China; discoveries during the cultural revolution.* Peking, Foreign Languages Press, 1972. 54 p. illus.

*New archaeological finds in China; discoveries during the cultural revolution.* Peking, Foreign Languages Press, 1974. 72 p. illus.

China -- Description and travel


China -- Foreign relations


China -- History


China -- History -- 1861-1912 -- Pictorial works


China -- Politics and government


**China -- Rural conditions**


**China -- Social conditions**


**Chinese fiction**


Chinese language -- Bibliography


Chinese language -- Conversation and phrase books


Chinese studies (Sinology) -- Bibliography


Christian art and symbolism


Christian literature, Early


Christian Science

Eddy, Mary Baker. *Science and health, with key to the Scriptures*. Boston, Published by the Trustees under the will of Mary Baker G. Eddy, c1934. xii, 700 p.

Chromite -- Afghanistan -- Kabul region

Chronology, Historical -- Tables


Chukchi


Cities and towns -- Afghanistan


Cities and towns -- History


Cities and towns -- Middle East


Cities and towns, Ancient -- India


Cities and towns, Ancient -- Iraq


Cities and towns, Islamic

Cities and towns, Medieval -- Europe

Cities and towns, Ruined, extinct, etc. -- Middle East

Civil law -- Afghanistan

Civil rights

Civil rights -- Korea (South)

Civil rights -- Poland

Civil rights -- Soviet Union

Civil service -- Pakistan


Civil supremacy over the military


Civilization -- Bibliography


Civilization -- Chronology


Civilization -- Philosophy


Civilization, Ancient


Civilization, Islamic


University of Chicago. *Introduction to Islamic civilization; course syllabus and selected readings*, by Marshall G. S. Hodgson. Chicago, Syllabus Division, University of Chicago, 1958-59. 3 v.


Civilization, Modern


Civilization, Occidental


Civilization, Oriental


Clackamas Indians -- Legends

Clans -- Scotland


Classification -- Books -- Culture


Coins, American


Coins, Greek


Coins, Greek -- Iran


Coins, Indic


Rapson, E. J. *Indian coins.* Strassburg, K.J. Trubner, 1897. 41 p. illus.


**Cold War**


**Collective farms -- Soviet Union**


**Colonies**


**Colonies in Asia -- Bibliography**


**Color photography**


**Command of troops -- History**


**Commando troops**


**Commerce -- History**


**Communism**


**Communism -- China**


**Communism -- Iran**


**Communism -- Soviet Union -- History**


**Communism -- Yugoslavia**


**Communist countries -- Foreign relations**


**Community development -- East Pakistan**


**Como, Lake (Italy) -- Description and travel**

Chierichetti, Sandro. *Lake Como*, [Italian text by Sandro Chierichetti; translated by Godfrey Balchin]. Como [Italy], Brunner C., [1983]. 63 p. illus.

**Comparative government**


**Computer software**


**Computer storage devices**


**Computers**


**Conservation of natural resources -- Indonesia**


**Constitutions**

Consumer education


Cookery (Herbs)


Cookery, American


Cooperation -- Pakistan -- North-west Frontier Province


Copper age -- Pakistan


Corporations, American -- Personnel management


Corporations, Foreign -- Indonesia


Corregidor Island (Philippines) -- History


Corruption (in politics) -- Developing countries

Corruption (in politics) -- India


Costume -- History


Counterinsurgency -- Malaysia


Coups d'état -- Handbooks, manuals, etc


Crow village site


Crusades -- Fourth, 1202-1204


Cuba -- History


Culture

Cuneiform inscriptions -- Bibliography

Afanaseva, V. K. *Cuneiform studies* [by V.K. Afanasieva ... et al.] Moscow, Nauka, 1967. 29 p.

Cunningham, Alexander, Sir


Cunningham, George, Sir


Curzon, George Nathaniel Curzon


Customary law


Cyrenaica -- Antiquities


Czech fiction -- Translations into English


Dacca (Bangladesh)


Daghestan -- History

Dakota Indians -- Wars, 1876


Dante Alighieri


Dari language


Dead Sea scrolls -- Criticism, interpretation, etc


Debts, External -- Developing countries


Decoration and ornament


Decoration and ornament, Architectural -- Middle East

Decoration and ornament, Indic


Decorations of honor -- United States -- Catalogs


Defense contracts -- United States


Delhi (India) -- Description


Demographic anthropology


Demonstrations -- Afghanistan -- Kabul


Dervishes


Design, Decorative -- Islamic countries


Despotism

Developing countries


**Developing countries -- Economic conditions**


**Developing countries -- Foreign relations -- United States**


**Developing countries -- National security**


**Developing countries -- Politics and government**


Divorce (Islamic law)

Divorced women -- legal status, laws, etc. -- India

Domestic animals -- History

Domestic relations -- Pakistan
Ashraf, Mohammad. *Family laws in Pakistan, as amended up-to-date; with exhaustive commentary*, by Kazi Muhammad Ashraf. Lahore, Premier Book House, 1969. xii, 244 p.


Domestication

Dost Muhammad, Amir of Afghanistan

Double descent (Kinship)
Dragr (Denmark) -- Social conditions


Drawings


Dreyfus, Alfred


Drug abuse -- Social aspects

Inglis, Brian. The forbidden game; a social history of drugs. New York, Scribner, 1975. 256 p.

Drug abuse -- United States


Dunsterville, Lionel Charles


Dwellings -- Kabul, Afghanistan

Bechhoefer, William B. Serai Lahori traditional housing in the old city of Kabul. Drawings and editorial assistance Tami Beth Katz. [College Park, MD], University of Maryland, School of Architecture, 1975. 54 p. illus.

Dwellings -- Remodeling

Earp, Wyatt

The Tombstone Epitaph. *The Earps of Tombstone; the truth about the OK Corral gun fight and other events in which Wyatt Earp and his brothers participated. This is the story, compiled by Douglas D. Martin from the files of the Tombstone Epitaph for the years 1880-81-82, as told by this newspaper's early editors.* 2nd ed. Tombstone, Arizona 1959. 65 p.

East India Company


East Pakistan -- Economic conditions


East Pakistan -- History


Eastern question


Eastern question (Central Asia)


**Ecology -- Afghanistan**


**Ecology -- India -- Garhwal**


**Economic anthropology**


**Economic assistance -- Developing countries**


**Economic assistance in Pakistan**


**Economic assistance, American**


Economic development


Economics -- Dictionaries


Ecuador -- Economic conditions


Education -- Afghanistan


Education in Afghanistan during the last half-century, by the Royal Afghan Ministry of Education. Munich, Issued by the Royal Afghan Ministry of Education, in collaboration with the Afghan Cultural Board, [1956]. 95 p. illus.

Education -- Pakistan

Pakistan. *The new education policy of the government of Pakistan.* Islamabad

Education -- Soviet Union

Kline, George Louis., ed. *Soviet education.* Foreword by George S. Counts;
contributors H. G. Friese ... [et al.] New York, Columbia University Press,
1957. xi, 192 p.

Educational innovations

Niehoff, Richard O. *Report of conference and workshop on non-formal
education and the rural poor,* edited by Richard O. Niehoff [and] Kenneth L.
Neff East Lansing, Program of Studies in Non-Formal Education, Institute
forInternational Studies, College of Education, Michigan State University,
1977. xii, 248 p.

Egypt -- Antiquities

Hoffman, Michael A. *Egypt before the pharaohs, the prehistoric foundations

Egypt -- Economic policy

*The Egypt of Nasser and Sadat; the political economy of two regimes.*

Egypt -- History

Aldred, Cyril. *Egypt to the end of the Old Kingdom.* New York, Thames and
Hudson, 1982. 143 p. illus.

Milton, Joyce. *Sunrise of power; ancient Egypt, Alexander and the world of
Hellenism* [by] Joyce Milton; pref. by William Kelly Simpson. New York,

Egypt -- Politics and government


Jarvis, Claude Scudamore. *Desert and delta.* London, John Murray, 1947. viii,
319 p. illus.

Egyptology

Elections -- India


Elections -- Pakistan


Rizvi, Yasin.  *Elections '88 in Pakistan; an objective, impartial, and unbiased review of the general elections in Pakistan with the list of the MNAs and MPAs*, [s.l., s.n.], 1988 (Lahore, Shirkat Print Press). 171 p.

Elephants


Elite (Social sciences) -- United States


Energy policy -- Pakistan


Enga (New Guinea people)


English drama


**English fiction**


**English fiction -- History and criticism**


**English imprints -- Pakistan -- Bibliography**

*Books from Pakistan*; [annual supplement]. Karachi, National Book Centre of Pakistan. -v.

**English language -- Dictionaries -- Dari**


**English language -- Dictionaries -- Persian**


**English language -- Dictionaries -- Pushto**


**English language -- Dictionaries -- Russian**


**English language -- India -- Dictionaries**


**English language -- Rhetoric**


**English language -- Study and teaching -- Afghanistan**

*The teaching of English in Afghanistan; survey and recommendations*. Prepared by the Center for English Language Research and Teaching, the American University of Beirut. Beirut, American University of Beirut, the Center for English Language Research and Teaching, 1972. 79 leaves.

**English language -- Synonyms and antonyms**

Roget, Peter Mark. *Thesaurus of English words and phrases, classified and arranged so as to facilitate the expression of ideas and assist in literary composition*, by Peter Mark Roget; enlarged and improved, partly from the

**English language -- Text-books for foreigners -- Russian**


**English literature**


**English poetry**


English poetry -- History and criticism


Environmental policy -- Asia, Southeastern

*Environmental management in Southeast Asia: directions and current status*, edited by Chia Lin Sien. [Singapore], Faculty of Science, National University of Singapore, c1987. xviii, 211 p. illus.

Epic poetry, Turkic -- Asia, Central


Erech (Babylonia)


Erotic art


Erotic art -- East Asia


Erotic art -- India


Eskimos -- Alaska


Espionage


Estonian fiction


Ethiopia -- Description and travel

MacCreagh, Gordon. *The last of free Africa; the account of an expedition into Abyssinia, with observations on the manners, customs and traditions of the Ethiopians, with some pungent remarks on the anomalous political situation that, at present, obtains between this ancient king*. New York, London, The Century Co., 1928. xvi, 361 p. illus.

Ethnic groups -- Government policy


Ethnic relations


Ethnicity


Ethnicity -- Singapore

Ethnocentrism


Ethnology


Ethnology -- Afghanistan


Ethnology -- Africa


Ethnology -- Alor (Island)


Ethnology -- Asia, Central


Ethnology -- Asia, South


Ethnology -- Asia, Southeastern


Ethnology -- Bangladesh


Ethnology -- Caucasus


Ethnology -- China


Ethnology -- Developing countries


Ethnology -- Europe


Ethnology -- Hindu Kush Mountains

(Afghanistan and Pakistan)


Ethnology -- India


Ethnology -- Maps


Ethnology -- Microform catalogs


Ethnology -- Middle East


Ethnology -- North America -- Bibliography


Ethnology -- Pakistan


Ethnology -- Pictorial works

Ethnology -- Soviet Union

Etnografiia. Moskva, Gos. izd-vo. 5 v. illus. Ceased with g. 5 (no. 10), 1930.


Ethnology -- Vietnam


Ethnopsychology


Euphrates River Valley -- Social life and customs


Europe -- Antiquities


Europe -- Civilization


Europe -- Colonies


Europe -- Commerce -- Asia -- History


Europe -- Description and travel -- Guide-books

Europe -- History


Europe -- Politics and government


Europeans in India


Evolution


Excavations (Archaeology) -- Asia


Excavations (Archaeology) -- Iran


Excavations (Archaeology) -- Iraq


Excavations (Archaeology) -- Mesopotamia


Excavations (Archaeology) -- Oman -- Hadd, Cape

Excavations (Archaeology) -- Pakistan

Excavations (Archaeology) -- Sistan (Iran and Afghanistan)

Excavations (Archaeology) -- South Asia
International Conference of South Asian Archaeologists University of Cambridge. South Asian archaeology; papers from the First International Conference of South Asian Archaeologists held in the University of Cambridge, edited by Norman Hammond; foreword by Sir Mortimer Wheeler. [London], Duckworth, [1973]. xii, 308 p. illus.

Existentialism

Explorers

Fables

Falkland Islands War, 1982

Family -- History
Family -- West Indies, British


Fasts and feasts -- Islam


Fejos, Pal


Felt


Feminism


Fertilizer industry -- Pakistan


Festivals -- India


Feudalism

Fighter planes

Finance -- Afghanistan

Finance, Personal

Finance, Public -- Islamic countries

Finance, Public -- Pakistan

Firdawsi

Firearms -- Catalogs

Firearms -- History


Myatt, Frederick. *The illustrated encyclopedia of 19th century firearms; an illustrated history of the development of the world's military firearms during the 19th century* [by] F. Myatt, [color and line drawings, Terry Hadler; drawings of uniforms, Jeff Burn; photography of weapons, Bruce Scott.] New York, Crescent Books, c1979. 216 p. illus.


**Firearms -- Maintenance and repair**


**Fishes, Fresh-water -- Identification**


**Flags**


**Flight training**

Scarpelli, Emile M. *Physiological training,* by Emile M. Scarpelli. Gunter Air Force Base, Ala., Gunter Branch, School of Aviation Medicine, USAF, Air University, 1955. 269 p. illus.

**Floods -- Pakistan -- Punjab**

Flying saucers

Folk art -- Afghanistan

Folk art -- Soviet Union
Ovsiannikov, IU. *Russian folk arts and craft*. [Translated from the Russian by A. Shkatovsky]. Moscow, Progress, [n.d.]. 238 p. illus.

Folk literature -- Bangladesh

Folk literature -- South Sumatra

Folk literature, Persian

Folklore
Gomme, George Laurence. *Folklore as an historical science; with 28 illus.* London, Methuen, [1908]. xvi, 371 p.

Folklore -- Afghanistan
Folklore -- Iran


Folklore -- Jammu and Kashmir


Folklore -- Pakistan


Folklore -- Study and teaching


Folklore -- United States


Folk-songs


Folk-songs, Indic


Folk-songs, Kirghiz

Food -- Analysis

Food -- History

Food crops -- Afghanistan

Food habits -- China

Fortification -- History

Fossil man

Fossil man -- China

France -- Armee -- Legion entrangere


**France - History**


**Franklin, Benjamin, 1706-1790**


**French fiction -- Translations into English**


French poetry -- Translations into English

French wit and humor, Pictorial

Frere, John Hookham

Frontier and pioneer life -- West (U.S.)

Fuller, Roy Broadbent

Fundamental education -- Sri Lanka

Funeral rites and ceremonies -- Egypt

Funeral rites and ceremonies -- Spain -- Murelaga

Fur trade -- Afghanistan
Gardening -- United States


Gardens -- Pakistan -- Lahore


Gardens, Islamic


Gas industry -- Government policy -- Soviet Union


Gastropoda -- Afghanistan


Gauguin, Paul -- Exhibitions


Generals -- China -- Biography


Generals -- Pakistan -- Biography


Genetics

Geography


**Geography, Ancient -- Maps**


**Geography, Historical -- Maps**


**Geology**


**Geology -- India**


**Geology -- Karakoram Range**


**Geology -- United States**


**Geology, Stratigraphic -- Pleistocene**


**Geopolitics -- Maps**

Gerard, Montagu Gilbert, Sir


**German fiction**


**German language**


**German language -- Dictionaries -- English**


**Germany -- Armed forces**


**Germany -- History**


**Gestalt psychology**


**Ghaznevids**


**Ghosts**


**Glassware**


**God (Islam) -- Poetry**

Arnold, Edwin, Sir. *Pearls of the faith; or, Islam's rosary, being the ninety-nine beautiful names of Allah (asma-el-husna)*, with comments in verse from various oriental sources (as made by an Indian mussalman). Lahore, Sh. M. Ashraf, 1961. xv, 152 p. ( First pub. 1883).

**Government, Primitive**


**Great Britain -- Armed Forces -- Medals, badges, decorations, etc.**


Great Britain -- Armed Forces -- Uniforms


Great Britain -- Army -- Airborne troops


Great Britain -- Army -- Equipment


Great Britain -- Army -- Parachute troops


Great Britain -- Colonies


Great Britain -- Emigration and immigration


Great Britain -- History


**Great Britain -- History, Military**


Hodge, Edward Cooper. *'Little Hodge'; being extracts from the diaries and letters of Colonel Edward Cooper Hodge written during the Crimean War, 1854-1856*, edited by the Marquess of Anglesey. London Cooper, 1971. xiv, 166 p. illus.


Ladd, James. *SBS; the invisible raiders the history of the Special Boat Squadron from World War Two to the present* [by] James D. Ladd, with a foreword by P.G. Davis. [London], Fontana, 1984. 381 p. illus.


Great Britain -- History, Military -- Bibliography


Great Britain -- Kings and rulers


Great Britain -- Politics and government


Great Britain -- Princes and princesses -- Portraits

Greece -- History


Greece -- History, Military

Greek drama -- Translations into English

*Fifteen Greek plays*, translated into English by Gilbert Murray, Benjamin Bickley Rogers and others; with an introduction, and a supplement from the 'Poetics' of Aristotle, by Lane Cooper. New York, Oxford University Press, 1946. xxii, 794 p. illus.


Greek poetry -- Translations into English

Greeks in India


Grenada -- History
Carew, Jan R. *Grenada; the hour will strike again*. Prague, International Organization of Journalists, 1985. 278 p.

Greville, Charles


Guerrilla warfare

Asprey, Robert B. *War in the shadows; the guerrilla in history*. Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1975. 2 v. illus.


Gurage language


Gurkhas


Gypsies


Hadith


Haiku -- Translations into English


Haines, Stafford Bettesworth


Handicapped children -- Afghanistan


Handicraft


Handicraft -- History -- Iran


Harbors -- Iran


Harem


Harsavardhan, King of Thanesar and Kanauj -- Poetry


Harvard University -- Alumni -- Registries

Harvard University -- History


Hatim -- Tomb


Havelock, Henry, Sir


Herat (Afghanistan) -- Description


Hierakonpolis (Ancient city)

Hoffman, Michael A. The predynastic of Hierakonpolis; an interim report [by] Michael Allen Hoffman with sections by Barbara Adams ... [et al.]. Giza, Egypt, Cairo University Herbarium, Faculty of Science; Macomb, Ill., Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology, Western Illinois University, 1982. 154 p.

Hijacking of aircraft -- Pakistan


Hill, David Octavius


Himalaya Mountains Region -- Description and travel


Himalaya Mountains Region -- History, Military

Hindu Kush Mountains (Afghanistan and Pakistan)


Hinduism


Hispanic Americans -- Congresses


Historiography


History -- Outlines, syllabi, etc.


History, Ancient


History, Modern


Hodson, W. S. R.


Hotels, taverns, etc. -- Southern States


Hours of labor -- Law and legislation -- Pakistan


Hsuan-tsang -- Fiction

Huichol Indians -- Rites and ceremonies

Human anatomy

Human ecology

Human evolution


Human rights

Human-animal relationships -- India

Humayun, Emperor of Hindustan, 1508-1556
Hungary -- History


Huns -- History


Hunting and gathering societies


Hunza (Pakistan) -- Description and travel


Huron Indians


Husayn ibn Ali, d. 680


Hydrology -- Afghanistan


Hymns

*The Presbyterian Hymnal*. Richmond, Va., Presbyterian Committee of Publication, 1937. 1 v. (unpaged)
Ibn Batuta


Ibn Hisham, Abd al-Malik.


Icons


Igbo (African people) -- Politics and government


Imaginary wars and battles


Imam Shamil


Imperial federation


Imperialism


Impostors and imposture

Incas


Income distribution -- Developing countries


India -- Antiquities

*Ancient India.* New Delhi, Director General of Archaeology in India. -v. illus.

*Archaeological perspective of India since independence.* Editor, K.N. Dokshit. New Delhi, Books and Books, 1985. viii, 186 p. illus.


Poona, Deccan College Postgraduate and Research Institute, 1955. xx, 178 p. illus.

India -- Army


India -- Army -- Uniforms


India -- Bibliography


India -- Biography


India -- Boundaries -- Soviet Union


India -- Civilization


India -- Climate -- Maps

India -- Commerce -- History


India -- Constitutional law


India -- Description and travel


original journals and correspondence, by Horace Hayman Wils. Lahore, Faran Academy, 1976-1977. 2 v. illus.


**India -- Foreign relations**


**India -- Foreign relations -- Afghanistan**


**India -- Foreign relations -- Pakistan**


**India -- Foreign relations -- Treaties**


**India -- Historical geography -- Maps**


**India -- History**


Bruce, Richard Isaac. *The forward policy and its results; or, Thirty-five years' work amongst the tribes on our north-western frontier of India.* London; New York, Longmans, Green, 1900. xxviii, 382 p. illus.


Ghulam Husayn Khan Tabataba'i. *A translation of the Seir mu.aqherin, or, View of modern times; being an history of India from the year 1118 to year 1194 [Hijra]... containing, in general, the reigns of the seven last emperors of Hindostan, and in particular, an account of the English wars in Bengal... The whole written in Persian by Seid-Gholam-Hossein Khan;* [Translated by Nota-manus]. Lahore, Sheikh Mubarak Ali, 1975. 3 v. (Reprint of the 1789 ed.)


Rehman, Abdur. *The last two dynasties of the Sahis; an analysis of their history, archaeology, coinage, and palaeography,* by Abdur Rehman. Islamabad, Centre for the Study of the Civilizations of Central Asia, Quaid-i-Azam University, 1979. 444 p. (in various pagings.) illus.

Roberts, Frederick Sleigh Roberts. *Forty-one years in India; from subaltern to commander-in-chief,* by Earl Roberts of Kandahar. New York, Longmans, Green, 1911. xxii, 601 p. illus.


**India -- History -- Historiography**


**India -- History -- Pictorial works**

*1857; a pictorial presentation*. Delhi, Publications Division, Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, Govt.of India, 1957. xv, 70 p. illus.
The Last Empire; photography in British India, 1855-1911; preface by the Earl Mountbatten of Burma; with texts by Clark Worswick and Ainslie Embree. Millerton, N.Y., Aperture, c1976. 146 p. illus. (Accompanies an exhibition organized by the Asia House Gallery of the Asia Society for the summer of 1976.)

India -- History, Military.


Williams, John. The Bengal Native Infantry, 1757 to 1796 [by John Williams; continued to 1816 by a brother officer]. London, Muller, 1970. 388 p. illus.
India -- Intellectual life


India -- Politics and government


Khan, Abdul Waheed. *India wins freedom; the other side*. Karachi, Pakistan Educational Publishers, 1961. 405 p.


**India -- Princes and princesses**


**India -- Religious life and customs**


**India -- Rural conditions**


*India's villages.* Calcutta, West Bengal, Development Dept., 1955. 198 p. illus.

**India -- Social conditions**

al-Biruni.  *Alberuni's India; an account of the religion, philosophy, literature, geography, chronology, astronomy, customs, laws and astrology of India, about A.D. 1030.* [Edited with notes and indices by Edward C. Sachau.] Lahore, Printed under the authority of Govt. of West Pakistan, 1962. -v. illus. ( First pub. 1914).


Hatch, Duane Spencer.  *Toward freedom from want from India to Mexico.* Bombay; New York Indian Branch, Oxford University Press 1949 x, 303 p. illus.


**India-Pakistan Conflict, 1965**


Gupta, Hari Ram. *India-Pakistan war, 1965*. Delhi, Haryana Prakashan, 1967-68. 2 v. illus.


Mankekar, D. R. *Twenty two fateful days: Pakistan cut to size*. Bombay, Manaktalas, 1966. x, 228 p. illus.


**India-Pakistan Conflict, 1971**


**Indian Ocean Region**


**Indians -- Art**


**Indians of Mexico -- Calendar**


**Indians of North America**


**Indians of North America -- Wars**


**Indians of South America**


**Indic literature**


**Indigenous peoples**

*Native power; the quest for autonomy and nationhood of indigenous peoples,* edited by Jens Brsted ... [et al.] Bergen, Universitetsforlaget, c1985. 350 p. illus.

**Individual retirement accounts -- Handbooks, manuals, etc**

Indo-Aryan philology -- Bibliography


Indo-Iranian languages


Indochina -- History


Indus civilization


Indus civilization -- Catalogs


Industries, Primitive

Inheritance and succession (Islamic law)


Insect societies


Insects -- Behavior


Insurgency -- India -- Nagaland


Intellectual life -- Statistics -- Periodicals


Intelligence service -- India


Intelligence service -- Soviet Union


Interest (Islamic law)


International Alliance of Women

International business enterprises

Regional trade directory; Iran-Pakistan-Turkey. Karachi, Pakistan, Madatali Karamali, 1968- -v.


International relations


International relations -- Periodicals


Investments -- Law and legislation -- Afghanistan


Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir


Iran -- Antiquities


Iran -- Bibliography


Iran -- Dictionaries and encyclopedias

**Iran almanac and book of facts. Tehran, Echo of Iran. -v.**

**Iran -- Economic conditions**


**Iran -- Economic policy**


**Iran -- Foreign relations**


**Iran -- History**


**Iran -- Politics and government**


**Iran Hostage Crisis, 1979-1981**


**Iran-Contra Affair, 1985- -- Chronology**

*The Chronology; the documented day-by-day account of the secret military assistance to Iran and the contras* [by] the National Security Archive; foreword by Seymour Hersh. Principal editors, Laurence Chang ... [et al.];

**Iran-Iraq War, 1980-1988**


**Iranian philology -- Bibliography**


**Iraq -- Antiquities**


**Iraq -- Description and travel**


**Iraq -- Economic conditions**


**Iraq -- History**


**Ireland -- Social life and customs**


**Iron age -- Europe**

British Museum. *A guide to the antiquities of the early iron age of central and western Europe; (including the British late-Keltic period) in the Department of British and medival antiquities, with 7 plates and 147 illustrations.* [London], Printed by order of the Trustees, 1905. 158 p. illus.

**Iron Cross -- History**

Irrigation -- Bangladesh


Irrigation -- Social aspects -- Asia


Islam


Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir. *The reconstruction of religious thought in Islam.* [s.l.], Javid Iqbal; can be had of Sh. M. Ashraf, Lahore, 1958. vi, 205 p.


**Islam -- 20th century**


**Islam -- Asia**


**Islam -- China**


**Islam -- Dictionaries**

Islam -- History


Islam -- India


Islam -- Indonesia


Islam -- Morocco


Islam -- Periodicals

Islamic studies. [Islamabad, Pakistan] Islamic Research Institute [etc.]-v.

Islam -- Relations -- Christianity

Islam -- Soviet Union


Islam and economics


Islam and politics -- Iran


Islam and politics -- Pakistan


Islam and state


Islam and state -- Afghanistan

Islam and world politics


Islam in India


Islamic countries


A *Concise history of Islam*. Amsterdam, Djambatan, c1957. 36 p. illus.


Islamic Empire -- History, Military


Islamic ethics -- Early works to 1800

Islamic law


Islamic stories


Israel -- Armed Forces


Israel -- Military policy

Israel-Arab War, 1967 -- Naval operations

Italian Fiction

Italo-Ethiopian War

Italy -- Description and travel
Italy; the CIT guide to Italy. Text, Giovanni Mariotti; illustrating, Luigi Piffero; translation into English, Michael Kravtchenko, Dorothy Culp [and] Emma Bac canelli Laurenzi. Rome, Pubblicit, 1950. 329 p. illus.

Jamaica Social Welfare Commission

Jami, 1414-1492

Jammu and Kashmir (India) -- Antiquities

Jammu and Kashmir (India) -- Description and travel
Nest & Wings (India).  *Tourist guide maps of Kashmir, Ladakh & Srinagar City.* New Delhi, Nest & Wings, [1981?] 3 maps on 1 sheet & both sides, col.


**Jammu and Kashmir (India) -- History**


**Jammu and Kashmir (India) -- Politics and government**


**Japan -- Description and travel**


**Japan -- Foreign economic relations**


**Japan -- Historiography**


**Japan -- History**


**Japan -- Politics and government**


**Japan -- Social conditions**

Japanese language -- Bibliography


Japanese literature -- Bibliography


Japanese literature -- Translations into English


Jatakas


Jazz music


Jefferson, Thomas, Pres. U.S


Jesus Christ -- Islamic interpretations


Jewelry -- Greece


Jewish-Arab relations


Jews -- Soviet Union


Jews in literature


Jihad


Jimenez, Juan Ramon


Jinnah, Mahomed Ali


Baig, Mirza Mahmud. *Dawn, Morning news, Pakistan Times on Quaid-i-Azam; an index of articles and editorials preserved at*


**Jordan -- History**


**Journalism -- Asia**


**Journalists -- Great Britain -- Biography**


**Journalists -- United States -- Biography**


**Judaism -- History**


**Judges -- Pakistan -- Correspondence, reminiscences, etc**


**Kabuli-Persian language**

Kachin (Asian people)

Crider, Donald Melvin. The socio-economic effects of Western contacts on the Kachin, a rural society in Northern Burma; a thesis in rural sociology. 115 leaves. Thesis (M.S.)--Pennsylvania State University, 1959.

Kafiristan (Afghanistan) -- Bibliography

Jones, Schuyler. An annotated bibliography of Nuristan (Kafiristan) and the Kalash Kafirs of Chitral. Kbenhavn, (Munksgaard) 1966-1969. 2 v.

Kafiristan (Afghanistan) -- History


Kafirs (Afghanistan people)

Jones, Schuyler. The political organization of the Kam Kafirs; a preliminary analysis. Kbenhavn, Munksgaard, 1967. 61 p. illus.

Kafirs (Kafiristan)


Kalash (pakistani people)


Kalashum (Afghanistan people)

Kalilah wa-Dimnah


Kandahar, Afghanistan (Province) — Antiquities


Kara Kum (Turkmen S.S.R.) — History


Karachi (Pakistan)


Karakoram Range — Description and travel


Kashgar (China) — Description


Kazakh S.S.R


Kelantan — Civilization

Kerala (India) -- Economic conditions


**Khan, Abdul Ghaffar**


**Kharosthi alphabet**


**Khwushhal Khan**


**Khyber Pass**


**Kilbracken, John Raymond Godley, Baron**


**Kinship**


**Kinship -- Bangladesh**


**Kipling, Rudyard**


**Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-1936**


**Kirghiz S.S.R**


**Kirghiz S.S.R. -- Antiquities**


**Klamath Indians**


**Klee, Paul**


**Knox, Robert**


**Kommunisticheskaia partiia Sovetskogo Soiuza**


**Koran**


Koran -- Concordances

Koran -- Historiography

Korea -- Bibliography

Korean War, 1950-1953

United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Armed Services. *Military situation in the Far East. Hearings before the Committee on Armed Services and the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate, Eighty-second Congress, first session, to conduct an inquiry into the military situation in the Far East and the facts surrounding the relief of General of the Army MacArthur from his assign.ents in that area.* Washington, U. S. Govt. Print. Off., 1951. 5 pts. (iii, 3691 p.) (Richard B. Russell, Chairman of Committee on Armed Services; Tom Connally, Chairman of Committee on Foreign Relations.)

Kyrgyzstan - Antiquities

Labor laws and legislation -- Pakistan
*Pakistan labour gazette.* Karachi, Manager of Publications. -v. illus.

**Labor policy -- Pakistan**


**Labor supply -- Pakistan**


**Ladakh (India) -- History**


**Laffitte, Jean**


**Lahore (Pakistan) -- Description**

Baqir, Muhammad. *Lahore, past and present; being an account of Lahore compiled from original sources.* Lahore, Panjab University Press, 1952. xvii, 556 p. illus.


**Lake ecology -- Afghanistan**

Lamaism


Lamps


Land -- Pakistan


Land -- South America


Land tenure


Land tenure (Islamic law)


Land tenure -- India


Land tenure -- Iran

Land tenure -- Levant


Land tenure -- Pul Eliya, Ceylon


Land-Rover truck


Landscape architecture -- Dictionaries


Language and languages


Lapps


Latin America -- Civilization


Latin America -- Economic conditions


Latin America -- Politics and government

Law, Primitive


Lebanon -- Armed Forces -- History


Lebanon -- History -- Israeli intervention, 1982-


Lebanon -- Social life and customs


Legends -- Afghanistan


Leisure class


Levant -- Description and travel


Leyte, P.I. (Province) -- Social conditions


Libraries -- Pakistan

Libya -- History


Libyans


Life skills -- United States


Limbus (Asian people)


Literature -- Dictionaries, indexes, etc.


Literature, Immoral


Literature, Modern -- 20th century -- Bio-bibliography


Little Big Horn, Battle of the, 1876


Graham, W. A. *The Custer myth, a source book of Custeriana*. Written and compiled by W. A. Graham, to which is added important items of Custeriana and a complete and comprehensive bibliography by Fred Dustin. Harrisburg, Pa., Stackpole Co., c1953. xxii, 413 p. illus.


Reno, Marcus A. *Abstract of the official record of proceedings of the Reno Court of Inquiry, convened at Chicago, Illinois, 13 January 1879 by the President of the United States, upon the request of Major Marcus A. Reno, 7th Cavalry, to investigate his conduct at the Battle of the Little Big Horn, 25-26 June, 1876.* With a preface by W. A. Graham. Harrisburg, Pa., Stackpole Co., 1954. xxx, 303 p. illus.

**Loans, Foreign -- Asia**


**Local government -- Bangladesh**


**Local government -- India**


**Local government -- Morocco**


**Local government -- Pakistan**


**Lord Jim**


**Lyovlyakan site, Kazakhstan**


**Macao -- Description and travel**


**Macedonia -- Armed Forces**


**Machine-tractor stations**


**Magic -- History**


**Mahmud, Sultan of Ghazni, 971-1030**


**Malaysia**

Malaysia -- History

Hanna, Willard Anderson. *Sequel to colonialism; the 1957-1960 foundations for Malaysia; an on-the-spot examination of the geographic, economic, and political seedbed where the idea of a Federation of Malaysia was germinated.* New York, American Universities Field Staff, [1965]. 288 p.

Maldives -- Social life and customs


Mammals -- Afghanistan -- Geographical distribution


Mammals -- Classification


Man -- Origin


Man, Prehistoric


**Man, Prehistoric -- America**


**Man, Prehistoric -- Baluchistan**


**Man, Prehistoric -- India**


**Man, Prehistoric -- South Asia**


**Man, Prehistoric -- Soviet Central Asia**


Mandaean


Manners and customs


Manufactures -- Catalogs


Manuscripts, Oriental -- Afghanistan -- Catalogs


Manuscripts, Pushto -- Bibliography


Mao, Tse-tung


Maps -- Catalogs

*The Map catalog; every kind of map and chart on earth and even some above it*. Joel Makower, editor, Laura Bergheim, associate editor. New York, Vintage Books, 1986. 252 p. illus.

Markets -- Middle East

Fischer, Wolfram. *Periodische Markte im Vorderen Orient, dargestellt an Beispielen aus Nordostanatolien (Turkei) und Nordafghanistan*. Hamburg,
Marriage -- Religious aspects -- Islam


Martial law -- Pakistan


Martinis


MASH (Television program)

Reiss, David S. *MASH; the exclusive inside story of TV's most popular show,* by David S. Reiss; foreword by Alan Alda. Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill, 1983. 168 p. illus.

Mayas -- History


McNeill, John, Sir


Meat


Mecca (Saudi Arabia) -- History

Medals, Military and naval -- Prices


Medical geography -- Afghanistan


Medicine, Popular

The Medicine show some plain truths about popular remedies for common ailments, by the editors of Consumer Reports. Mount Vernon, N.Y., Consumers Union, 1971. 272 p. illus.

Megalithic monuments -- Europe


Melbourne, William Lamb, 2d viscount


Merchant marine -- United States -- History


Mesopotamia -- Antiquities


Metal-work


Mexico (City). Galleries and museums


Mexico -- History

Vaillant, George Clapp. *Aztecs of Mexico; origin, rise and fall of the Aztec nation.* Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday, 1947, c1941. xvii, 340 p. illus.

Michelangelo Buonarroti

Berti, Luciano. *All the works of Michelangelo* [by] Luciano Berti; translated by Susan Glasspool. Firenze, Bonechi, c1968. 95 p. illus.

Micronesia -- Annexation to the United States


Middle East

*The Middle East; a political and economic survey.* London; New York, Royal Institute of International Affairs, 1954. 590 p. illus.


Middle East -- Antiquities

Bell, Gertrude Lowthian. *Gertrude Bell (1868-1926); a selection from the photographic archive of an archaeologist and traveller,* [compiled] by Stephen Hill. [Newcastle-upon-Tyne], Department of Archaeology, the University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1976. 24 p. illus.

Middle East -- Bibliography

Ettinghausen, Richard, ed. *A selected and annotated bibliography of books and periodicals in Western languages dealing with the Near and Middle East, with special emphasis on mediaeval and modern times.* Washington, Middle East Institute, 1952. viii, 111 p.

Middle East -- Commerce

Middle East -- Description and travel


Seydi Ali Reis. *The travels and adventures of the Turkish Admiral Sidi Ali Reis in India, Afghanistan, Central Asia, and Persia, during the years 1553-1556;* translated from the Turkish, with notes by A. Vambery. Lahore, al-Biruni, 1975. xviii, 123 p. (First pub. 1899).

Middle East -- Dictionaries and encyclopedias


Middle East -- Economic conditions


Middle East -- Foreign relations -- United States


Middle East -- History

Conference on the Beginnings of Modernization in the Middle East in the Nineteenth Century (University of Chicago). *Beginnings of modernization*


**Middle East -- Politics and government**


**Middle East -- Social conditions**


Sweet, Louise Elizabeth, comp. Peoples and cultures of the Middle East; an anthropological reader. Edited with an introd. by Louise E. Sweet. Garden...
Middle East -- Social life and customs


Middle East -- Social life and customs -- Bibliography

*The Central Middle East; a handbook of anthropology and published research on the Nile Valley, the Arab Levant, Southern Mesopotamia, the Arabian Peninsula, and Israel*, by Harold B. Barclay, [et. al]; Louise E. Sweet, editor. New Haven, Human Relations Area Files, 1968. 2 v.

Middle East -- Strategic aspects


Midway, Battle of, 1942


Migration, Internal -- Bibliography


Migration, Internal -- India


Militarism


Military art and science -- Dictionaries


**Military art and science -- History**


**Military art and science -- India -- History**


**Military ceremonies, honors, and salutes -- Great Britain**

Military education -- Great Britain -- History


Military geography


Military history


*MHQ; the quarterly journal of military history.* New York, NY. MHQ Inc., c1988- -v. illus.

*War and society; a yearbook of military history;* edited by Brian Bond and Ian Roy. New York, Holmes and Meier, 1975- -v.

Military history in the Bible


Military history, Medieval


Military history, Modern


Flint, Roy K. *Selected readings in warfare since 1945,* by Roy K. Flint, Peter W. Kozumplik, Thomas J. Waraksa. West Point, N.Y., Department of History, United States Military Academy,1981. xvi, 179 p. illus.

Fuller, J. F. C. *War and western civilization, 1832-1932; a study of war as a political instrument and the expression of mass democracy.* London, Duckworth, 1932. 287 p. illus.


**Military industrial complex -- United States**


**Military miniatures**


**Military museums -- Great Britain**


**Military paraphernalia -- Collectors and collecting**


**Military paraphernalia -- Germany**


**Minorities**


**Minorities -- Europe -- Congresses**


**Minorities -- Pakistan**


**Minorities -- Palestine**

Minorities -- Political activity


Minorities -- Soviet Central Asia


Minorities -- Vietnam


Missionaries -- India -- Biography


Modoc Indians


Mogul Empire


### Mohammedan law


### Mohmands


### Mondi Gak


### Mongolia -- Bibliography


### Mongolia -- Description and travel


### Mongolia -- History


Mongols -- Afghanistan


Mongols -- History


Montana -- Social conditions


Moscow (R.S.F.S.R.) -- Description


Moscow, Battle of, 1941-1942


Motion picture industry -- Pakistan

Motion pictures


Motion pictures -- Censorship


Motion pictures -- Plots, themes, etc.


Moutons -- Iran -- Luristan


Muhammad, Prophet


Muin al-Din Hasan Chishti


Mujibur Rahman


Multan (District) -- Pakistan -- History


Mundigak (Ancient city)


Mural painting and decoration


Mural painting and decoration -- Ajanta


Mural painting and decoration -- Himalaya Mountains Region


Murder -- Pakistan -- Case studies


Museums -- Pakistan -- Directories


Music -- Afghanistan -- History and criticism


Music -- History and criticism -- Outlines, syllabi, etc

Harvard University. *Syllabus for music I, Harvard University; the history of music from 300 A.D. to the present time*. Cambridge, Harvard University, 1947. 178 p. illus.
Music appreciation

Musical instruments -- India
Krishnaswami, S. *Musical instruments of India.* [Delhi], Publications Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Govt. of India, [1965]. 102 p. illus.

Musical instruments, Indic

Muslim pilgrims and pilgrimages -- Saudi Arabia

Muslims -- Biography

Muslims -- Philippines

Muslims -- United States

Muslims in India


**Muslims in Russia**

Bethmann, Erich W. *The fate of Muslims under Soviet rule*. [New York], American Friends of the Middle East, [c1958]. 32 p. maps

**Mythology, Classical**


**Mythology, Germanic**


**Mythology, Hindu -- Dictionaries**


**Mythology, Oriental**


**Nagaland (India) -- Politics and government**

Nagarjunakonda, India -- Antiquities

Nalanda, India (Buddhist monastery)

Names, Geographical -- China

Namibia -- History

Napoleon I, Emperor of the French

Nasreddin Hoca ( Legendary character)

National characteristics, Russian

National parks and reserves -- Afghanistan -- Planning

Nationalism


**Nationalism -- Yugoslavia**


**Natural history -- Islands of the Pacific**


**Natural history -- North America**


**Natural history -- North Carolina**


**Navajo Indians -- Religion and mythology**


**Navigation**

Navigation -- Islamic Empire


Navigation, Primitive -- Polynesia

Dodd, Edward. *Polynesian seafaring; a disquisition on prehistoric celestial navigation and the nature of seagoing double canoes, with illustrations reproducing original field sketches, wash drawings, or prints by artists on the early voyages of exploration and occasional written reports from on-the-scene observers.* New York, Dodd, Mead, 1972. 192 p. illus.

Neanderthals


Nehru, Jawaharlal


Neolithic period


Neolithic period -- India


Nepal -- Description and travel


Nepal -- Foreign relations -- India


**Nepal -- History**


**Nepal -- Social life and customs**


**New Deal, 1933-1939**


**New Guinea -- Commerce**


**Newspapers -- Pakistan -- History**


**Nicaragua -- Description and travel**


**Nicholas II, Emperor of Russia**


**Nicholson, John**


**Njall Sorgursson**

**Nomads**


**Nomads -- Afghanistan**


**Nomads -- Congresses**


**Nootka Indians**


**North American Treaty Organization**


**North Carolina -- Description and travel**


**North Carolina -- History**

North Carolina in art


North-West Frontier Province (Pakistan)


North-West Frontier Province (Pakistan) -- Bibliography


North-West Frontier Province (Pakistan) -- Description and travel


North-West Frontier Province (Pakistan) -- Gazetteers


North-West Frontier Province (Pakistan) -- History


**North-West Frontier Province (Pakistan)
-- Politics and government**


India. Army. Intelligence Branch.  *Frontier and overseas expeditions from India*. Quetta, Nisa Traders, 1979. 3 v. illus. (First pub. 1907-11).


**North-West Frontier Province (Pakistan)
-- Social life and customs**

Oliver, Edward Emmerson.  *Across the border; or Pathan and Biloch*, by Edward E. Oliver; illustrated by J. L. Kipling. London, Chapman and Hall, 1890. xi, 344 p. illus.

**Novelists, American -- 20th century**


**Nubia -- Antiquities**

Nuclear disarmament


Nuclear nonproliferation


Nuclear power plants -- Ukraine -- Chernobyl


Nuer (African people)


Numerals


Numismatics -- Afghanistan


Numismatics -- India


Rapson, E. J. Indian coins. With five plates. Strassburg, K. J. Trubner, 1897. 56 p. illus.
Numismatics -- Persia


Nur Jahan, Empress, consort of Jahangir, Emperor of Hindustan, d. 1645


O'Casey, Sean


Ocean


Omar Khayyam -- Translations into English


Operas -- Librettos


Verdi, Giuseppe. *Othello; a lyrical drama in four acts (founded on Shakespeare's tragedy)* by Arrigo Boito; music by Giuseppe Verdi. New York, F. Rullman, [1925?]. 30 p.

Verdi, Giuseppe. *Rigoletto; opera in three acts. Italian text, with an English translation and the music of the principal airs.* Boston, O. Ditson, c1888. 47 p. music. (Libretto by F. M. Piave, based on Victor Hugo's Le roi s'amuse.)

Verdi, Giuseppe. *Simon Boccanegra; opera in a prologue and three acts; music by Giuseppe Verdi; libretto by F. M. Piave and A. Boito. Translated into English verse from the original Italian by Frances Winwar.* New York, F. Rullman, c1931. 47 p.


**Operation Torch**


**Organizational change -- Congresses**


**Oriental literature -- Translations into English**


**Oriental studies -- Czechoslovakia**

Orthodox Judaism -- Israel


Painting -- Asia, Central


Painting -- India -- Indianapolis -- Catalogs


Painting, Indic


Painting, Mongolian


Pakistan


Pakistan -- Antiquities

Caghtai, Muhammad Abdullah. *The Badshahi Masjid (built by Aurangzeb in 1084/1674); history, architecture, with 26 plates of illus. and some figures in the text*, by M. Abdullah Chaghtai. Lahore, Kitab Khana-i-Nauras, 1972. 52 p. illus.


Pakistan -- Antiquities -- Periodicals

*Ancient Pakistan*. v. 1 (1964)- Peshawar, Chairman, Dept. of Archaeology, University of Peshawar. -v. illus.

Pakistan -- Armed forces


Pakistan -- Armed forces -- Political activity


Pakistan. Army Officers' handbooks


Pakistan -- Baluchistain -- Politics and government


Pakistan -- Bibliography


Pakistan -- Biography

Pakistan -- Census


Pakistan -- Census, 1951


Pakistan -- Census, 1961


Pakistan -- Church history


Pakistan -- Civilization


Pakistan -- Commerce -- Periodicals

*Pakistan exports.* Karachi, Export Promotion Bureau. -v. illus.
Pakistan -- Constitution


Pakistan -- Constitutional history


**Pakistan -- Description and travel**

Afzal Khan, Mohammad. *Chitral and Kafiristan; a personal study*. [s.l. s.n.], 1975 (Peshawar, Ferozsons) v, 101 p. illus.


**Pakistan -- Description and travel -- Guide-books**

Pakistan -- Economic conditions


Pithawalla, Manekji Bejanji. An introduction to Pakistan; its resources and potentialities. Karachi, [s.n.], 1948. iv, 100 p. illus.


Pakistan -- Economic conditions -- Statistics


Pakistan -- Economic policy


**Pakistan -- Economic policy -- Bibliography**


**Pakistan -- Foreign relations**


**Pakistan -- Foreign relations -- Great Britain**

Pakistan -- Foreign relations -- India


Sareen, Rajendra. *Pakistan, the India factor.* New Delhi, Allied, 1984. xvi, 615 p. illus.


Pakistan -- Foreign relations -- Periodicals

*Foreign affairs Pakistan.* [Islamabad, Pakistan, Ministry of Foreign Affairs] -v.

Pakistan -- Foreign relations -- United States


Pakistan -- History


*Crescent and green; a miscellany of writings on Pakistan.* New York, Philosophical Library, 1956. x, 170 p. illus.


Gankovskii, IUuri Vladimirovich. *The peoples of Pakistan; an ethnic history,* by Yu. V. Gankovsky. [Translated from the Russian by Igor Gavrilov].


Pakistan -- History -- Humor


Pakistan -- History -- Indexes

Pakistan -- History -- Sources

Pakistan -- Industries

Pakistan -- Languages -- Congresses
*Pakistani linguistics*. Lahore, Linguistic Research Group of Pakistan, -v.

Pakistan -- Laws, statutes, etc.

Pakistan -- Local government

Pakistan -- Military policy

Pakistan -- Officials and employees -- Salaries, etc

Pakistan -- Politics and government


Ayub Khan, Mohammad. *In the words of the President ... extracts from the speeches of General Mohammad Ayub Khan, President of Pakistan.* Karachi, Produced by the Dept. of Advertising, Films and Publications, Govt. of Pakistan, 1959? 60 p.


Burki, H. K. *A view from the precipice.* Lahore, Pakistan Times 1972. 82 p.


*Five articles on development administration in Pakistan,* by Harry J. Friedman ... [et al. East Lansing], Michigan State University, Asian Studies Center, [1967?] ix, 62 p.


Jafri, A. B. S. *From the gallery, a record of the first two sessions of the National Assembly of Pakistan, being a collection of the column 'From the gallery' written for the Pakistan Times, Lahore and Rawalpindi, also some glimpses of the West Pakistan Assembly.* Lahore, Progressive Papers, 1963. 163 p.


*West Pakistan year book.* Lahore, West Pakistan, Public Relations Dept. -v.


**Pakistan -- Population**


**Pakistan -- Rural conditions**

Pakistan -- Social conditions


Pakistan -- Statistics


Pakistan movement


Pakistan Air Force -- History


Pakistan Army


Pakistanis in Great Britain


Palaces -- India


Paleolithic period


Paleolithic period -- Czechoslovakia


Paleolithic period -- Middle East


Paleolithic period -- Syria

Paleontology


**Paleontology -- Africa**


Palestine -- Politics and government


Lustick, Ian. *Arabs in the Jewish State; Israel's control of a national minority*. Austin, University of Texas Press, c1980. xii, 385 p. illus.

**Pamir**


Panchayat -- India


**Papua -- Commerce**


**Parachuting**


**Pathans**


**Patronage, Political**


**Peace Corps (U.S.) -- Afghanistan**


**Pearman, John**

Pearman, John. *Sergeant Pearman's memoirs, being chiefly, his account of service with the Third (King's Own) Light Dragoons in India, from 1845 to 1853, including the First and Second Sikh Wars,* edited by the Marquess of Anglesey. London, Cape, 1968. 159 p. illus.
Peasant uprising -- Asia, Southeastern


Peasant uprisings


Peasantry


Peasantry -- Asia


Peasantry -- Developing countries


Peasantry -- Egypt


Peasantry -- Hungary


Peasantry -- Venezuela


Peninsular War, 1807-1814


**People's Republic of China -- Description and travel**


**Persian Gulf Region**


**Persian language -- Dictionaries -- English**


Razi, F. D. *The modern Persian dictionary; (Persian-Urdu-English) compiled by F.D. Razi; assisted by M. Rasheed Ahmed.* Lahore, Ripon Printing Press, 1952. 1 v.

**Persian language -- Grammar**


**Persian language -- Self-instruction**


**Persian literature**


**Persian poetry -- Translations into English**


**Peshawar (Pakistan) -- History**


**Peshawar District (Pakistan) -- Gazetteers**


**Petroglyphs**


**Petroleum industry and trade -- Congresses**

*Oil producers and consumers: conflict or cooperation; synthesis of an international seminar at the Center for Mediterranean Studies, Rome, June 24 to June 28, 1974*. Denis Wright, chairman; Elizabeth Monroe and Robert Mabro, rapporteurs. New York, American Universities Field Staff, [1974]. iv, 76 p. illus.
Petroleum industry and trade -- Iran

Petroleum industry and trade -- Middle East

Petroleum industry and trade -- Political aspects

Petroleum industry and trade -- Saudi Arabia

Philippines -- Politics and government

Philippines -- Social conditions

Philosophers

Philosophers, Muslim

Philosophy, Ancient -- History
Philosophy, Chinese


Philosophy, Hindu


Philosophy, Indic


Philosophy, Pakistani


Photographs -- Collectors and collecting

Dennis, Landt. *Collecting photographs; a guide to the new art boom* [by] Landt and Lisl Dennis. New York, Dutton, c1977. xii, 244 p. illus.

Photography, Artistic


Photography, Documentary


Physical anthropology


Physical geography -- Soviet Union

Physicians -- North Carolina


Pigs -- Fiction


Plant names, Popular -- Basque Provinces


Plants, Cultivated -- Iraq


Plato


Pleasure


Plymouth (Mass.) -- History

Rutman, Darrett Bruce. *Husbandmen of Plymouth; farms and villages in the Old Colony, 1620-1692.* Boston, Published for Plimoth Plantation by Beacon Press, 1968. xi, 100 p. illus.

Poets, American -- Florida

Poets, English


Poets, Urdu


Political parties -- Afghanistan


Political parties -- Pakistan


Political parties -- United States


Political prisoners -- Afghanistan


Political prisoners -- China


Political science


**Politicians -- Pakistan -- Biography**

Ahmad, Riaz. *Jinnah and Jauhar points of contact and divergence.* Islamabad Quaid-i-Azam University, 1979. 42 p.


**Pop art**


**Population**


**Population -- Congresses**


**Population policy**


**Postage-stamps -- Afghanistan**


**Postage-stamps -- United States**

*Postage stamps of the United States, issued by the Post Office Department from July 1, 1847, to December 31, 1950.* Washington, U.S. Post Office Dept.,
Division of Stamps and Philately; For sale by Supt. of Docs., U.S. G.P.O., 1950. 195 p. illus.

**Pottery**


**Pottery -- Marks**


**Pottery, Ancient -- India**


**Pottery, Islamic**


**Prague - Description - Views**


**Preaching**


**Press law -- Pakistan**


**Primates**

Proverbs, Pushto


Psychology


Psychology, Military


Public records -- Pakistan -- Archives

Jaffar, S. M. *Record-keeping; numerical system*, by S. M. Jaffar, with a foreword by Khan Ghulam Ishaq Khan. Peshwar, Printed by the Manager, Govt. Print. and Stationary, 1951. 51 p.

Public records -- United States


Pueblo Bonito (New Mexico)


Puerto Ricans in New York (City)


Puerto Rico -- Social conditions


**Punjab -- Castes**


**Punjab -- Economic conditions**


**Punjab -- History**


Edwardes, Herbert Benjamin, Sir. *A year on the Punjab frontier, in 1848-49*. Lahore, Printed under the authority of the Govt. of West Pakistan, 1963-64. 2 v. illus. (First pub. London, 1851).


**Punjab -- History -- Sources**


Punjab (Pakistan). *Calendar of Persian correspondence; collection of treaties, sanads, letters, etc., which passed between the East India Company, Sikhs, Afghans, and other notables*. Compiled by Nazir Ahmad Chaudhry; general

Punjab -- Kings and rulers -- Biography

Punjab -- Rural conditions

Punjab -- Social conditions

Punjab (India) -- Population

Punjab (Pakistan) -- Antiquities

Punjab (Pakistan) -- Economic conditions

Punjab (Pakistan) -- Rural conditions

Punjab regiment
Punjabi poetry -- Translations into English


Purdah


Pushtu Language -- Composition and exercises

Roos-Keppel, George Olof, Sir. A manual of Pushtu, by Major G. Roos-Keppel ... and Qazi Abdul Ghani Khan ... assisted by Sahibzada Abdul Qayum ... London, Crosby Lockwood [1901?] xii, 310 p. illus.

Pushtu language -- Grammar

Bellew, H. W. A grammar of the Pukkhto of Pukshtoo language; on a new and improved system, combining brevity with practical utility, and including exercises and dialogues, intended to facilitate and acquisition of the colloquial. Peshawar, Saeed Book Bank Subscription Agency, 1983. xii, 155 p.


Khan, Rahimullah, qazi. The modern Pushtu instructor; specially adapted to present day requirements of the lower and higher standard examinations, by Qazi Rahimullah Khan; edited by H. L. Ogden. Peshawar, Imperial Electric Press, 1938-1943. 2 v. illus.


Pushtu poetry -- Translations into English


**Pushtuns**


Ashraf, Khalid. *Tribal people of West Pakistan; a demographic study of a selected population.* Peshawar, Board of Economic Enquiry, North-West Frontier, Peshawar University, 1962. 197 p. illus.


Race


Race relations -- Congresses


Racism


Raffles Hotel -- History


Rajasthan (India) -- Antiquities


Rajasthan (India) -- Description

Ranjit Singh, Maharaja

Reading -- Adult education

Real property tax -- West Pakistan
Meherban Ali. Exhaustive commentary on lambardari system in the former Punjab Province, incorporating up-to-date case law, West Pakistan Board of Revenue act, 1957 (Act XI of 1957) and West Pakistan Board of Revenue (Conduct of appeals and revenue) rules 1959, [Lahore], 1965. ix, 94 p.

Refugees

Refugees -- Afghanistan

Refugees -- Africa

Refugees -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- Pakistan
Refugees -- Pakistan

*Handbook on management of Afghan refugees in Pakistan.* Islamabad, Chief Commissioner for Afghan Refugees, States & Frontier Regions Division, Govt. of Pakistan, 1984 [i.e. 1985]. viii, 143 p.


Rehabilitation, Rural -- Middle East


Religion -- History


Religion and economics


Religion and sociology


Religion and state -- Pakistan


Religion, Primitive


Rent control -- Pakistan

Research -- Alaska -- Congresses


Revenue - Pakistan


Revolutions


Richthofen, Manfred Albrecht, Freiherr von


Rifles


Rifles -- Soviet Union


Rites and ceremonies


Roberts, Frederick Sleigh Roberts, 1st Earl

Rome -- Army


Rome -- History


Rome -- Social life and customs


Rugs -- Pakistan


Rugs, Oriental


*Oriental rugs* [by Ian Bennett ... et al. Woodbridge, Suffolk], Oriental Textile Press, Distributed by the Antique Collectors' Club, c1981- -v. illus.

Runaway teenagers -- New York (N.Y.)

Rural development


Rural development -- Africa, West


Rural development -- Asia


Rural development -- Bangladesh


Rural development -- India


Rural development -- Middle East


Rural development -- Pakistan

*Kohat*. Peshawar, [s.n., 1964?] 1 v. (unpaged). chiefly illus.


Rural development -- Saudi Arabia

Al-Rawaf, Othman Y. *Policies and programs of rural development in Saudi Arabia; a presentation and evaluation*. [Riyadh], Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, King Saud University, College of Administrative Sciences, Research Center, [1986]. 85 p. illus.

Rural health services -- Afghanistan


Russia -- Politics and government


Russian language -- Dictionaries -- English


Russian language -- Dictionaries -- Pushto


Russian language -- Grammar


Russian language -- Study and teaching

Russian literature -- 20th century -- History and criticism

Russian newspapers -- Bibliographies
*Gazety i zhurnaly SSSR. Newspapers and magazines of the USSR*. Moscow, Mezhdunarodnaya kniga [etc.] -v.

Russian poetry

Russians -- Asia, Central

Sabretaches

Sahara -- Description and travel

Saints, Muslim
Samru Begam -- Fiction

Chatterjee, Vera. *All this is ended; the life and times of H. H. the Begum Sumroo of Sardhana.* New Delhi, Vikas, c1979. 201 p.

San (African people)


Sanskrit drama


Sudraka. *The little clay cart; a hindu drama,* attributed to King Shudraka; translated from the original Sanskrit by Arthur William Ryder; adapted for the occidental stage by Agnes Morgan. New York Theatre Arts, 1934. 103 p. illus.

Sanskrit literature -- Translations into English

University of Chicago. *Introduction to the civilization of India; tales and romances from Sanskrit literature and supplementary selections of Indian thought.* Chicago, Syllabus Division, University of Chicago Press, 1958. x, 154 p.

Santals (Indic people)


Sarmatians


Saudi Arabia -- Antiquities


Saudi Arabia -- Description and travel

Saudi Arabia -- History

Scandinavia -- Antiquities

Scandinavia -- Social life and customs

Scharnhorst (Battleship)

School management and organization -- Pakistan

Science -- Asia, Central -- History

Science -- History

Science -- Study and teaching
Science and civilization


Scientific expeditions


Sculptors, Italian


Sculpture -- India


Sculpture -- Khajuraho, India


Sculpture, Gandhara


**Sculpture, Greek**


**Sculpture, Hindu -- India**


**Scythians**


**Seals (Numismatics) -- Iran**


**Self-determination, National**

Seljuks

Semitic philology -- Bibliography

Semitites

Sepulchral monuments -- Japan

Sex -- Periodicals

Sex customs -- Handbooks, manuals, etc

Shahjahan, Emperor of Hindustan

Shahjahan, Emperor of Hindustan -- Fiction

Shahsevan (Iranian people)

Shamanism -- Korea

Shipbuilding
**Short stories, American**


**Short stories, Arabic**


**Siberia -- Description and travel**


**Sigiriya (Sri Lanka)**


**Sikh War, 1845-1846**


**Sikh War, 1848-1849**

Edwardes, Herbert Benjamin, Sir. *A year on the Punjab frontier, in 1848-49*. Lahore, Printed under the authority of the Government of West Pakistan, 1963-64. 2 v. illus. (First pub. 1851).

**Sikhs**


Smyth, George Carmichael, ed. *A history of the reigning family of Lahore, with some account of the Jummoo rajahs, the Seik soldiers and their sirdars; with notes on Malcolm, Prinsep, Lawrence, Steinbach, McGregor, and the Calcutta review*. Lahore, Printed under the authority of the Govt. of West Pakistan, 1961. xxxi, 279, xlix, vii p. illus. (Reprint).

**Sikhs -- History**


**Sikhs -- History -- Fiction**


**Sikkim (India) -- Description and travel**


**Silk industry -- China**


**Sind (Pakistan) -- Bibliography**


**Sind (Pakistan) -- Description and travel**


**Sind (Pakistan) -- Gazetteers**

Sorley, H. T. *The gazetteer of West Pakistan; the former province of Sind including Khairpur State*. Compiled by H. T. Sorley. [Lahore, Gazetteer Cell, Board of Revenue, 1968 or 9] a-x, 811, cliii p. illus.

**Sind (Pakistan) -- History**


Lambrick, H. T. *Sind, before the Muslim conquest.* Hyderabad, Sindhi Adabi Board, 1973. xii, 218 p. illus.


Postans, Thomas. *Personal observations on Sindh; the manners and customs of its inhabitants and its productive capabilities; with a sketch of its history, a narrative of recent events, and an account of the connection of the British Government with that country to the present.* Karachi, Indus Publications, 1973. xv, 402 p. illus. (Reprint of the 1843 ed.).

**Sind (Pakistan) -- History -- Sources**


**Sind (Pakistan) -- Social life and customs**


**Singapore -- Description and travel**


**Sinkiang -- Antiquities**

**Sinkiang -- History**


**Sino-Indian Border Dispute, 1957-**


**Sistan (Iran and Afghanistan) -- Antiquities**


**Sita Ram Pandey, b. 1797**

Sita Ram Pandey. *From sepoy to subedar; being the life and adventures of Subedar Sita Ram, an active officer of the Bengal army, written and related by himself.* Edited by James Lunt. Translated and first published by Lieutenant-Colonel Norgate, Bengal Staff Corps at Lahore, 1873. Delhi, Vikas Publications 1970. xxix, 186 p. illus.

**Slave-trade -- Great Britain -- History**


**Slavery -- United States -- Anti-slavery movements**

Slavs


Social changes


Social policy -- Bibliography


Social psychology


Social sciences -- United States -- History


Social service, Rural


Social structure


Social systems

Social work education


Socialism


Society, Primitive


Sociology, Islamic


Sociology, Military -- Soviet Union

Sociology, Rural


Socrates


Soils


Soldiers


Soldiers of fortune


Solferino, Battle of, 1859


Somalia -- History


Somme, Battle of, 1916


Songs, Bhili -- India


Sonnet

Meredith, Duke Cole. *The sonnet, its form and technique.* Atlanta, Printed at Banner Press, Emory University, 1939. 48 p.

South African War, 1899-1902


South Asia

American Universities Field Staff. *A UFS reports: South Asia series.* Hanover, N.H. [etc.] American Universities Field Staff, 1966- v. illus.


South Asia -- Antiquities


South Asia -- Antiquities -- Congresses


South Asia -- Civilization


South Asia -- Description and travel


South Asia -- Economic conditions


South Asia -- History


South Asia -- Literatures

*Journal of South Asian literature.* East Lansing, Asian Studies Center, Michigan State University. -v.

South Asia -- Politics and government


South Carolina -- Social conditions

Soviet Central Asia


Vambery, Armininus. *Travels in central Asia; being the account of a journey from Teheran across the Turkoman Desert on the eastern shore of the Caspian to Khiva, Bokhara, and Samarcand performed in the year 1863.* London, John Murray, 1864. xvii, 443 p. illus.

Soviet Central Asia -- Antiquities


Soviet Central Asia -- Economic conditions
Soviet Central Asia -- History


Soviet Central Asia -- Politics and government


Soviet Far East (R.S.F.S.R.) -- Catalogs


Soviet Union


Soviet Union -- Antiquities


Soviet Union -- Armed Forces


**Soviet Union -- Boundaries -- China**


**Soviet Union -- Constitutional law**


**Soviet Union -- Description and travel**


**Soviet Union -- Economic conditions**


Soviet Union -- Ethnic relations


Soviet Union -- Foreign economic relations


Soviet Union -- Foreign relations


Soviet Union -- Foreign relations -- Afghanistan


**Soviet Union -- Foreign relations -- Asia**


**Soviet Union -- Foreign relations -- China**


**Soviet Union -- Foreign relations -- Developing countries**


**Soviet Union -- Foreign relations -- Middle East**


**Soviet Union -- Foreign relations -- United States**


**Soviet Union -- History**


**Soviet Union -- Military policy**


**Soviet Union -- Politics and government**


**Soviet Union -- Social conditions**

Soviet Union -- Statistics


Space warfare


Spain -- History


Spain -- History -- Civil War, 1936-1939


**Spain -- History, Naval**


**Spanish fiction -- Translations into English**


**Spellers**

*Seventy lessons in spelling, revised a complete collection of difficult common words, with pronunciations and definitions; compiled by A.S. Osborn and J.E.King.* New York, American Book Company, c1906. viii, 134 p.

**Spice trade -- Rome**


**Sports -- Social aspects**


**Sri Lanka -- Description and travel**

Sri Lanka -- History


**Stalingrad, Battle of, 1942-1943**


**Stanley, Henry M.**


**State, The**


**States, New**


**Stone age**


**Stone age -- Africa, North**

Stone age -- Germany -- Markkleeberg


Stone age -- India


Stone age -- Pakistan -- Soan Valley


Stone implements

British Museum. Dept. of British and Mediaeval Antiquities. *Flint implements; an account of Stone Age techniques and cultures.* 3rd ed. London, British Museum, 1968. 115 p. illus. (The basic work is that of W. Watson ... this ed. rev. by G. Sieveking.)


Stony Point (N.Y.)


Stupas -- Congresses


Subversive activities -- Latin America

Subversive activities -- Nicaragua


Sudan -- History


Suez Canal (Egypt)

American Society of International Law. International law and the Middle East crisis; a symposium [Papers originally delivered at the regional meeting of the American Society of International Law, April 6, 1957, Tulane University]. New Orleans, Tulane University, 1957. 93 p.

Sufism


Hakim, Khalifa Abdul. The metaphysics of Rumi, a critical and historical sketch. Lahore, Institute of Islamic Culture, 1959. viii, 157 p.


Sultan Muhammad Shah, Sir, Agha Khan


Sumerians

Supermarkets -- Kabul, Afghanistan


Survival (after airplane accidents, shipwrecks, etc.)


Survival and emergency equipment


Susa, Persia -- Antiquities


Swat (Pakistan) -- History


Swords -- Great Britain


Syria -- Antiquities

Tactics -- Case studies


Tagore, Rabindranath


Tajik S.S.R


Tajik S.S.R. -- Antiquities


Tajik S.S.R. -- Description and travel


Tajik S.S.R. -- Periodicals

*Rakowska-Harmstone, Teresa.* *Russia and nationalism in Central Asia; the case of Tadzhikistan.* Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press, [1970]. xiii, 325 p. illus. (Published in cooperation with the Institute for Sino-Soviet Studies, George Washington University.)
Tajikistan -- Antiquities


Takht-i-Bahi (Pakistan)


Tales -- Afghanistan


Tales -- Pakistan


Tales, Central Asian


Tangram (Chinese puzzle)


Tannenberg, Battle of, 1914 -- Fiction


Tarawa, Battle of, 1943


Tasaday (Philippine people)


Tashkent (Uzbek S.S.R.) -- Description

Tashkurgan, Afghanistan -- Bazaars


Taxila (Pakistan) -- Antiquities


Technology -- History


Temples -- Cambodia -- Angkor


Temples, Hindu


Terra-cotta sculpture -- Turkmen S.S.R


Terra-cotta sculpture, Japanese

Terrorism


Textile design -- Afghanistan


Textile fabrics -- Pakistan

Pakistan. Threadlines Pakistan; text by Feliccia Yacopino. [Islamabad], Ministry of Industries, Govt. of Pakistan, 1977. 131 p. illus.

Thackwell, Joseph, Sir


Thailand -- Ethnic relations

Foster, Brian L. Commerce and ethnic differences; the case of the Mons in Thailand. Athens, Ohio University Center for International Studies, 1982. ix, 93 p. illus.

Thailand -- Social conditions


Theater -- England

Theater -- Iran

Theater -- Japan

Theater -- United States -- History

Thebes (Egypt, Ancient city)

Theology, Doctrinal -- History

Thomas, Lowell Jackson

Tibet -- Description and travel


Tibet -- History

Tibet -- Politics and government
Tibetans -- India -- Social life and customs

Tigris River Valley -- Social life and customs

Timor Timur (Indonesia) -- Politics and government

Timur
Timur. *Tuzak-i-Timuri; the autobiography of Timur,* by Sir H. M. Elliot; edited by John Dowson. Lahore, Sind Sagar Academy, 1974. 140 p. (A reprint of chapters 18-19 of H. M. Elliot's *The history of India as told by its own historians.* London, 1871).

Tools -- History

Totalitarianism

Tourist trade -- Afghanistan


Tradition, Oral
Travancore -- Description and travel -- Guide-books


Travel


Travelers, Chinese


Trials (Conspiracy) -- Pakistan


Trials (Military offenses) -- United States


Trials (Murder) -- India


Tribal government -- Pakistan


Tribes


Tribes -- Afghanistan


Tribes -- Iran -- Congresses


Tribes -- Islamic countries
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